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INTRODUCTION 

In 1937 at the University of Irtnsbruck, Austria, 

Karl Rahner gave a series of fifteen lectures on the sub

ject of philosophy of religL)n~L These lectures were later 

organized as a boole and published in 1941 under the title 

Horer des Wortes. The second German edition of the text, 

revised by Johannes B. Metz, was published at Munich in 

1963. 2 In his preface to the second edition of Rorer des 

Wortes Metz explains that two factors contributed to a 

general failure, particularly on the part of Catholic and 

Protestant thinkers, to apprl9ciate the importance of 

Rahner's work in relation to the debate on philosophy of 

religion. First, war raged IDn the European continent at 

the time of the text's original publication; secondly, 

H8rer des Wortes went out of print soon after its original 

publication. 

After the Second World War Karl Rah.11.er t s work be-

canle internationally known chiefly through the pUblication 

1Herbert Vorgrimler, Karl Rahner, trans. Edward 
Quinn (London: Burns & Oatel3 Ltd., 196.5), p. 17. 

~arl Rahner, Rorer des Wortes, (2nd ed., Munchen: 
Kosel-Verlag, 1963). 'An Englfsh translation of the second 
edition was published in 196He Karl Rahner, Hearers of the 
!!.2.!:£, trans. Michael Richard~3 (2nd ed.; New York, Herder & 
Herder, 1968). 
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and translati.on .of his many the.ol.ogical studies. A num-

bel" .of these the.ol.ogical essays were gathered together t.o 

c.omprise the first volume .of Rahner's Schriften Zur The.ol.o

gie. published in German in 19.54 and in English transla

tion in 1961.3 "The regular appearance .of sequential 

volumes .of the The.ological Investigati.ons, al.ong with the 

publications .of Johannes B. Metz' revised re-editi.ons .of 

b.oth Geist in Welt4 and Hore:Ldes Wortes, have stimulated 

a growing appreciati.on .of Karl Rahner's th.ought within 

the.ol.ogical and academic communities throughout Eur.ope and 

North America. 

This thesis has been undertaken as an attempt t.o 

contribute t.o the appreciation .of Karl Rahnerts th.ought 

thr.ough a detailed study .of Hahner's phil.osophy .of religi.on 

as it is devel.oped and presented in Hearers .of the W.ord. 

For a complete assessment and full appreciati.on .of the over

all character of Rahner's thought, it is imp.ortant to have 

a clear understanding .of the subject matter of Hearers .of 

the Wor£.; the w.ork .occupies s. central p.osi tion wi thin the 

C.orpus .of Rahner's phil.osophical and the.ol.ogical writings 

JKarl Rahner, Schriften zur Theol.ogie, I, {Einsiedeln, 
Zurich, K81n: Benziger Verlag, 19.54) 0 ET., !heological 
Investigations, I, trans. C.ornelius Ernst (Baltim.orel 
Helicon Press Inc., 1961). 

4Karl Rahner, Geist in Welt, (2nd ed .. , Munich. Kosel
Verlag, 1957). All references In this thesis "are t.o the Eng
lish translation. Karl Rahner, Spirit in the World, trans. 
William Dych (2nd edt J New Y.orkll Herder & Herder, 1968). 



because it sets the highly formalized metaphysics of finite 

knowledge presented in SpiriLin the World, into relation 

with his later investigation:s of the correspondence be

tween Christian doctrines and a possible theological an

thropology. The synthesis achieved in Hearers of the Word 

nourishes and sustains RahnerOs continuing effort to show 

the essential relevance of traditional theological con

cerns for the practical, hisi~orical existence of man. 

The work itself regutrs£ detailed study because of 

the inherent complexity of its thought-content. Rahner 

develops his philosophy of relligion from the standpoint of 

a somewhat distinctive account of the relationship between 

philosophy of religion and theology. It is important to 

have Rahner's initial account of this relationship clearly 

presented because it provides the unifying context within 

which the actual stages of his philosophy of religion are 

progressively elaborated. The al1alysis itself falls into 

two divisions of general ontology and metaphysical anthro

pology; the stages within the development of each division 

are structured in such a way 'that each proposition of gen

eral ontology yields a concurrent a.1'ld complementary pro

position of metaphysical anthropology. 

In order to organize this thesis as a systematic 

study, a sketch outlining the basic stages in the develop

ment of the work and the ir pl;:LCe! . wi thin the work as a 



whole will be presented in the first chapter. In corre

spondence with this general ()utline, the second chapter 

of the thesis will focus UPO!l i;he basic point of departure 

for Rahner's metaphysics (man's necessary question about 

being), and will proceed with an examination of the first 

stage in Rahner's analysis of this fundamental starting

point. 

Apart from its import;ance wi thin the context of 
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the development of Rahner's own thought, Hearers of the Word 

,merits detailed study because it opens up interesting per

spectives with regard to the general areas of Catholic 

fundamental theology. Christi,an philosophy, and Protestant 

philosophy of religion. Rah.m~r understands his philosophy 

of religion as a resolution of certain crucial problems 

that have arisen in each of these areas. The way in which 

the problematic of Hearers of the Wor~ relates to these 

three areas of thought will bE~ described in the first 

chapter of the thesis, the nature of Rahner's resolution 

of the problems that arise in ea.ch of the areas will be 

discussed in the fifth and concluding chapter of the thesis. 

Here, a short discussion of the most distinctive feature 

of Rahner's philosophy of religion will help to indicate 

the position of Hearers of theJ[2!£ with regard to previous 

attempts to understand religion philosophically. 

Karl Rahner takes a firm and definite stand in 



opposition to all forms of "rationalist and enlightened" 

philosophy of religion that a.re doubtful of' "an histori

cally founde'd structure of man 11 s existence ... 5 In order 

to describe this opposi ti,on more fully Rahner refers to 

the eighteenth century German l)hilosopher, G. E. Lessing, 

as a typical exp.onent of such tl1rationalist and enlightened 

philosophy." Lessing argued that "necessar-.i truths of 

reason"-";'truths that are fundamental for the existence and 

s 

salvation of man--could not be founded on historical facts; 
/ 

as a corollary, he maintained that "accidental truths of 

history" could not serve asf'oundations for the formation 

and transformation of moral and metaphysical concepts. 6 

Contrary to Lessing, Rahner argues that man is obliged, by 

virtue of his nature, to concern himself withsuch "histori-

cal facts r" not only do historil~al facts and events 'pro

vide the occasion for the fo~mation and transformation of 

man t s moral and metaphysical Iconcepts, but it is also pos

sible that through them the truths necessary for man's sal-

vation are communicated. 

Although Lessing maintained that the essential 

components of religion are na1~ural, in the sense that they 

5Karl Rahner, Hearers of the Vlorii, p~ 21. 

6Ibid., p. 21. For Lessing's distinction see G. E. 
Lessing, "On the Proof of the S:piri t and Power," Lessing's 
Theological Writings, trans. Henry Chadwick (London: 
Adam & Charles Black, 1956), p. 55. 



are "immediately derived frc,m God through each individu

aI's reason," 7 he also rlealized that because of man' s 

social nature, the essential elements of the "religion 

6 

of nature" are always interwoven with historical factors 

and events. 8 However, the ~Lttempt to base religion upon 

historical events presented Lessing with a dilemma. 

between "accidental truths c)f history" and "necessary 

truths of reason" there stoc~d an impasse, an "ugly broad 

ditch. n9 Rahner does not attempt to bridge LessingUs 

ditch by immediately proving that particular historical 

facts, such as the fate of Christ for instance, are essen

tial truths necessary for ma.n's salvation; rather he at

tempts to SUbstantiate his position by giving a philoso

phical account that explains why man ~ concern himself 

with historical truths in the first place. 10 

In Hearers...Qf the Word then, Karl Rahner wants to 

prove that human existence is rooted in history and that 

man's spiritual existence is n~~cessarily inter-woven with 

historical events. An attempt to reconcile human 

------------------------------_.----------------.--------------
7G• E. Lessing, "On the Origin of Revealed Religion," 

in Lessing's Theological Writings, trans. Henry Chadwick 
(London 3 Adam & Charles Black It 1956), p. 104. 

8Ibid ., pp. 104-105. 

9G• E. Lessing, "On the Proof of the S'Oirit and 
Power," Lessing~..1heological Writings, p. 55: 

1 ° Rahner, Hearers of .~~ Word, p. 21. 



transcendence with the histlorical structure of human exis

tence occupies a central position in the development of 

this proof. The third and Jparticularly fourth chapters of 

this thesis are concerned with the way in which Rahner 

attempts to achieve this crucial reconciliation. 

Since the study presl~nted in this thesis focuses 

exclusively upon Hearers of the Word, it is important to 

situate the work within the ccmtext of the general develop

ment of Karl Rahner's thought. I have already stated·that 

the work occupies a mediatir~ position between Rahner's 

first, major philosophical work , Spirit in the Worl,d and 

his later writings that attE!mpt to develop a theological 

anthropology. In the remainder of this introduction an 

effort is made to gain a wider perspective on Hearers of the 

~ through a brief discuss:ion of the development C?f 

Rahner's thought. 

In this discussion I attempt to avoid an unrepresen

tative periodization of Rahner's intellectual activity 

into three distinct periods of metaphysics, philosophy of 

religion and theology. Such a rigid division would be 

unrepresentative because many of the theological essays 

that appear in the first few volumes of Theological Inves

tigations were originally published in periodicals and 

journals before Rahner delivered the lectures that were to 

become Hearers of the Word; some of the essays in the very 
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first volume of Theological Investigations were written 

even before Rahner began working toward his degree in 

philosophy at Freiburg in 1934.11 Early in his intellectual 

life as a Jesuit Rahner was educated in patristic theology 

and the history of dogma; mc)reover, he published articles 

dealing with Origen and Bonavemture before actually be

ginning his thesis on Thomaf~ Aquinas' metaphysics of know

ledge at Freiburg. 12 While this original thesis was rejec-

. ted as a dissertation, it was eventually published with 

the title Geist in Welt in :1.9.314. 

Subsequent to his studies in philosophy, though, 

there is a general developmemt in the central concerns of 

Rahner's thought from the me~ta.physics of hUman l{nowledge t 

through philosophy of religion to theological anthropology. 

In tracing this development I will attempt to emphasize 

the basic unity and coherenc~e of Rahner t s metaphysical and 

theological thought. Although Rahner does maintain that 

there is a distinction betwe:en metaphysical and theological 

modes of conceptualization, I think that I can truthfully 

say that all of Rahner's intellectual activity is grounded 

in the continuity of a single, unified enquiry into the 

diverse dimensions of the relationships be~veen man and God. 

llRahner, Theological Investigations, It p. xxi. 

12H• Vorgrimler, Karl~ahner, pp. 26-27. 
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Spirit in the World is concerned with the possibili

ty of metaphysics in man's situation as a knowing spirit 

in the world of physical reality; in that work Rahner 

attempts to show that man if; a.ble to reach beyond the phy

sical reality accessible to his immediate experience to 

gain knowledge of things beyond that physical reality, 

such as universal essences. 1.' A brief consideration of 

the nature of this endeavour, and the spirit in which it was 

developed, will help to reveial the distinctive character 

of Rahner's metaphysics when viewed in i:erIIE of the general 

history of philosophy. 

Rather than a merely historical representation of 

axioms in Thomist metaphysics, Spirit_in the World is a 

philosophical engagement wi t;h and elaboration upon the 

actual content of St. Thomas: Aquinas' account of human 

knowledge. In his interpret.ation of Thomas, Rahner at

tempts to systematize a meta.physics of finite, human know

ledge. This systematization is developed in two major move

ments. First of all, after a short introducto~r interpre

tation of Summa Theologiae la, q.84, a.7. Rahner proceeds 

to focus intensively upon the doctrine of the "conversion 

of the intellect to the phantasm," a doctrine that occupies 

a central position in the Thomistic metaphysics of knowledge • 

. 13Rahner , Spirit in the_World, p. liii. 
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Rahner understands this doc·trine to mean basically that 

sense intuition and intelle(~tual thought are united in the 

act of human knowledge in such a way that, while material 

things are the proper objects of human knowledge, the hu

man intellect has the power tel reach beyond or transcend 

them. In a second major moyement Rahner explores the re

lationship of this doctrine to the whole of Thomistic 

metaphysics in order to show how the radical unity of sen

sible intuition and transcerldence in human knowledge 

allows man eventually to knc)w of spiri tual realities beyond 

the physical world. 

In his preface to thE! secon~ edition of Spirit in 

the World Rahner acknowledge~d th~t his work was indebted 

to the spirit of both Pierre Rousselot's and Joseph 

Mare'chal's interpretations olf Thomas Aquinas. 14 Generally 

stated, both Rousselot and NIare"chal attempted to interpret 

Thomas' thought by bringing it into confrontation with 

problems of modern philosophy. With Mar~chal specifically, 

the confrontation took the form of a comparison between 

Aquinas and Immanuel Kant issuing in an attempt "to justify 

a combination of the content of the traditional Thomistic 

14Ibid ., p. xlvii. Raimer frequently refers to 
P. Rousselot's book, L'intellectualisme de Saint Thomas, 2nd 
ed. (Paris I 1924) and par~rc'ularly to Joseph Marechal's 
Le goint de de-part de la metaphysigue, V, 1st ed. (Louvain. 
I92 ), in footnotes throughout the text. 



metaphysics with the transcemdental method of Kant. niS 

The effects of a simila.r confrontation between 

Aquinas and Kant are discernible in Spirit in the World. 

For Rahner, as with Mar&"chal, the attempt to systematize 

11 

a metaphysics of human lmowl.edge on the basis of traditional 

Thomist metaphysics involves:, in the last analysis, a 

transcendental mode of reflection. In his introduction to 

the first edition of the boolk Rahner acknowledged that his 

interpretation of Thomas was conditioned to a large extent 

by the nature and problems o,f modern philosophy, particu

larly German philosophy from Kant to Heidegger. 16 It is 

--------------------------------------------------------------
lSFrancis P. Fiorenza., "Karl Rahner and the Kantian· 

Problematic," in K. Rahner, .§.E.irit in the World, p. xxi. 

i6Ibid., p. Iii. "If in this sense the reader gets 
the impreSSIOn that an interpretation of St. Thomas is at 
work here which has its origin in modern philosophy, the 
author does not consider that such a criticism points to a 
defect, but rather to a merit of the book." 

Although Rahner further explained that the limited 
scope of Spirit in the World "did not permit an explicit, 
detailed confrontation of modern philosophy from" Kant to 
Heidegger with Thomas," he admitted that his interpretation 
of Thomas' thought contained important :points of contact 
with the thought of both philosophers. (p. Iii) 

In this matter, Francis P. Fiorenza's introductory 
essay included in the English translation of the second 
edition of Spirit in the World, "Karl Rahner and the Kan
tian Problematic, n is ver-j' helpful for pointing out the 
points of contact between Rahner's thought and the critical 
and transcendental philosophy ()f Immanuel Kant. Of particu
lar inter~st is Fiorenza's discussion of the difference be
tween Marechal's and Rahner'iS reception of Kant, specifical
ly with regard to the differl~nt ways in which they establish 
the metaphysical significanc~~ of judgement. Fiorenza 
maintains that the differenc~9 re sul ts from Rahner' s assimi
lationof Heidegger's insigh-ts concerning the circular 
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this objective context that accounts for the presence of 

what Rahner refers to as "Kantian-sounding expressions" in 

Spirit in the World,l? 

Yet Rahner emphasized that his concern was not to 

perform a critique of knowleidg:e in the neo-Kantian sense; 

rather, he was engaged in an a.ttempt to systematize a 

Thomist metaphysics of knowledge, However, because Kant 

limited the range of theoretical reason to the objects of 

spatio-temporal experience and thereby denied "the po~si

bility of rational theology and special metaphysics,n18 

Kant's critique of knowledge stood as an implicit obstacle 

for Rahner's task. To respond to the Kantian problematic, 

structure of human knowledge. (pp. xxxvii - xliiiJ . 
The style of thought associated with Marechal and 

Rahner has a peculiar character when considered in terms of 
the general history of philo:sophy; Karl Lehmann writes: 

Le domaine particulier qui s' ouvre entre Ie 4'realisme>7' 
tradi tionnel et la pensee «=transcendentale» moderne, 
donne, au point de vue philosophique, un moyen terme dif
ficilement determinable entre les fronts philosophiques 
habi tuels .... Gette maniere de penser est relati vement , 
etrangere a la philosophie scolastique traditionelle et a 
la reflexion modeme de la philosophie transcendentale, 
d'autant qU'elle ne veille pas en mgme temps a definer la 
situation particuliere qu' E~lle occupe au point de vue 
de l'histoire de la philosophie. 

Karl Lehmann, "Karl Rahner," trans. M. Hayaux, in Bilan de 
la theologie du XX e siecle, collected by Robert Vander 
Gucht and Herbert Vorgrimler l, (Paris I Casterman, 1970), II, 
p. 854. 

17Spirit i~ the World I' :f). liii. 

lo8F • Fiorenza, uKarl Hahner and the Kantian Proble
matic," in K. Rahner, Spirit in the World, p. xxxvi. 
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Rahner engaged in a kind of transcendental reflection in 

order to give an explicit aoc()unt of the conditions of the 

possibility of metaphysics for the finite, human knower.19 

For Rahner though, the ques1~ic>n about the possibility of 

metaphysics is not a question that somehow precedes meta

physical enquiry itself, as a matter for an altogether 
""0 separate theory of knowlI9dgE~. t:.. Rather, transcendental 

reflection upon the condi ticmsi of the possibility of meta

physics is understood as an i!lttrinsic movement implicitly 

belonging to metaphysical enqu.iry itself, even though such 

reflection does not constitute the thematization of meta-

physics as a whole. 

Therefore, in his systematization of the Thomist 

19Karl Rahner, S-pirit in the World, p • .58 
It is not possible heire to compare the thought of 

Rahner and Kant on the nature of transcendental reflection. 
While Rahner maintains, in Spirit in the World, that Tho
mistic metaphysics involves-transcendental reflection, he 
does not explicitly compare his own understanding of the 
transcendental method of questioning in philosophy with that 
of Kant. A succinct statement about the nature of transcen
dental investigation is given by Rahner himself in a later 
essay called "Theology and Anthropology." itA transcendental 
investigation examines an is,sue according to the necessary 
conditions given by the possibility of knowledge and action 
on the part of the subject himself." Karl Rah. .. ·'1er, "Theology 
and Anthropolog-,Y'," Theological Inv~_stigations IX, (New York: 
Herder and Herder, 1972), p. 29. otto Muck includes a brief 
discussion of Rahner's use of the transcendental method in 
his book, The Transcendental Method, trans. William D. Sei
densticker (N~w York: H~rder and Herder, 1968). 

2°L-·b;d., 18 19 ..... pp. - • 
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metaphysics of finite knovdsfdge, Rahner understands him

self to have given an account of the conditions under which 

metaphysical knowledge is pOlssi ble for man. even though 

man's only intuition is sens:e intuition. At the conclusion 

of Spirit in the World Rahner declares that for St. Thomas 

"metaphysics does not consist in the vision of a metaphysi

cal object, perhaps of being: as such, but in the transcen

~ntal reflection upon that which is affirmed implicitly 

and simu,ltaneously in the knowledge of the world, in the 

affirmation of physicse HZ1 Briefly stated, Rahner con

cludes that every act of human knowledge of the physical 

world contains an implicit affirmation of absolute being 

on the part of the knowing subject, and it is this basic. 

affirmation that transcendental reflection renders themati-

cally explicit. 

In opposition to Kant, and in correspondence with 

the conclusion of Marechal. Hahner affirms that there is an 

identity between the structures of human knowledge, expli

cated by transcendental refIE:!lc,~ion, and the being of physi

cal reality. He maintains tllla,~ a kind of "noetic hylomorph

ism" corresponds to the "ontc)logical hylomorphismH of exis

tent objects so that there it3 a "thoroughgoing determination 

of knowing by being;"22 that is, corresponding to the 

21K• Rahner, Spirit in the W2.tl!!. p. 398. 

22Ibid., p. liii. 

. 
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synthesis of form and matter in known objects (ontologi

cal hylomorphism), there is a "hylomorphic" structure in 

human knowledge - man can only know of universal forms or 

essences through the sensible Iconfrontation with material, 

existent things. According to Rahner, then, an implicit 

unity of knowing and being opens up the possibility of 

metaphysical knowledge for human beings. 

The general spirit of Rahner's interpretation of 

Thomas Aquinas places him within the trend of Catholic 

thought that has been ref·errl9d to as "Mare'chalian Thomismn23 

or "Transcendental Thomism. ,,:24 However, as Francis P. 

Fiorenza observes, the distinctive orientation of Rahner's 

thought to theology differentiates him from other students 
, / 

of Marechal. "Whereas most IOf Marechal's followers haV"e 

carried on their dialogue withln the discipline of philo

sophy, Rahner has seen that a philosophical and existential 

theology is the only adequate horizon for a dialogue with 

modern philosophies and their emphasis on history o H25 

Hearers of the Word occupies an important transitional 

23Gerald Ao McCool, n~~he Philosophy of the HumaJ1. Per
son in Karl Rahner's Philosophy," in Theological Studi~J 
XXII, (1961), p. 539. 

24 . . .. ' " Donceel ~n Joseph Marechal, A Marechal Reader, 
trans. and ed. Joseph Donceel (New York: Herder and 
Herder, 1970), p. xii. 

25F F" 1 "t l' • ~orenza, oc. cJ!:...., p. x ~V. 
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position in the movement of Rahner's thought into the 

horizon of philosophical and existential theology. 

Hearers of the Word c:ontinues the transcendental 

reflection on the !! priori conditions of human knowledge 

begun in Spirit in the World,,26 but the principles of the 

metaphysics of finite knowledge are developed in relation 

to a theological datum - revelation. 27 To demonstrate 

26otto Muck writes that in Hearers of the Word "the 
metaphysics of knowledge in Geist 'in Welt" is restructured 
into an anthropology of man 'before God which represents 
man as someone who, because of an openness with respect to 
being, through which his knovdedge and the experience of 
his intellectual life is mad,e :possi ble, is radically related 
to God, whether God speaks to him or not." The Transcenden
tal Method, p. 187. It is true that, in Hearers of the Word, 
Rahner affirms that man is radically related to God whether 
or not God speaks to him. However, Hearers of the Word 
is primarily concerned with bringing to light, through a 
metaphysical anthropology, the way in which this radical 
relation renders man capable of hearing a revelation from 
God. While God can freely choose not to reveal himself of 
course, man is always directled by virtue of his own nature 
towards the historical contingency of a revelation. Cf. 
Hearers ••• p. 16. 

27While the idea of r l9velation, in the sense of God' s 
free self-revelation to man, is presupposed from the out
set in Hearers of the Word, the work is not concerned with 
the actual content of God's 13elf-revelation, considered as 
the source for the articulation of Christian doctrines or 
dogmas. Rather, the work attempts to set forth the foun
dations which rationally acc(mnt for the possibility of a 
revelation from God to man. Commenting on the form of 
thought in Hearers of the Word l, Karl Lehma..rm writes: " 

Cette forme de pensee"pre suppose done la factici te 
dtune realite et cependant sllspend en quelque sorte son 
caractere de presupposition pour se poser devant le 
tribunal de la raison la question du fondement qui 
legi time sa maniere d' etre :1 on peu't a juste titre lui 
donner Ie nom d f explication ~:'<transcendenta,le;» 

Karl Lehmann, "Karl Rahner," BilaTl de la the,ologie, p. 852. 
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fully the basic philosophical continuity between Spirit in 

the World and Hearers of thE~ W'ord would necessitate a de

tailed comparison of the sUbstance of both works; through

out Hearers of the Word Rahner develops his analysis from 

the same position that he e~;ta.blished as the proper meta

physical starting point in i;he second part of Spirit in 

the World - "questioning man, who as such is already with 

being in its totality.n 28 How'ever, because a detailed 

comparison is beyond the scc'pe of this introduction, the 

continuity between the two works will ,be considered in a 

formal sense, in terms of the consistency of transcendental 

questioning operative in boi;:h works. 

Formally, Hearers of the Word is an enquiry into the 

general subject, philosop~y of religion, undertaken with 

a view towards establishing a philosophy of religion as the 

"ontology of the 'potentia oboedientalis' for revelation. n29 

Initially Rahner begins by attempting to discern the nature 

of the relationship between thle two sciences, philosophy 

of religion and theology. Raruner wants to understand the 

relationship in terms of the common metaphysical ground 

that sets philosophy of religion and theology into relation, 

without dissolving the distinctiveness of both as separate 

28Rahner , Spirit in the World, p. 61. 

29Rahner , Hearers of the_Word, p. 3. 
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sciences. As mentioned previously in this introduction, 

it will be the specific conc:ern of the first chapter of 

this thesis to clarify more precisely Rahner's understand

ing of the relations betweenL philosophy of religion, meta

physics and theology. 

However, a:fter the general context is outlined, the 

enquiry unfolds as a process of transcendental investiga

tion that seeks to discover the conditions which make it 

possible for man, as a personality knowing and acting in 

freedom, to be concerned with and to know of a revelation 

proceeding from the free God. The examination of these 

cO!1ditions yields components of a metaphysical anthropology. 

By formulating such a metaphysical anthropology, Rahner at

t.empts to show that man is open to a possible revelation 

from Go.d appearing wi thin the dimension of human history. 

This openness has its basis :in the synthesis of transcen

dence and historicality actually realized in man. 

While Hearers of the Word is understood as a work 

in philosophy of religion, Rahner takes great care to point 

out that because it is concerned with a possible revela

tion from God, the philosophy of religion developed in 

Hearers of the Word is held open to theology by an intrin

sic self-limitation. The actual content of a revelation 

from God cannot be determined clr deduced solely from the 

necessary conditions of the possibility for the reception 
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of such a revelation on the part of man. For Rahner, it 

is the task of theology to be concerned with the reality 

and the full content of a rE~velation that is actually re

ceived. However. in the conclusion of Hearers IOf the llord 

Rahner explains that his phllolsophy of religion is identi

cal to what he 'regards as ":t:un,damental-theologioal anthro

pology"1 it is anthropologi.cal in its concern with man 

and it is oriented to theololgy since man is understood as 

-the creature who has to attend in freedom, within his 

history, to a possible message from the free God. nJO 

In many of Karl Rahner's later writings, elements 

of the transcendental and metaphysical anthropology de

veloped in Hearers of the Wo~ re-appear in an explicitly 

theological perspective. Gerald'A. McCool describes the 

basic continuity of Rahner's major works in terms of the 

centrality of transcendental anthropology I 

Transcendental an~~hropology, the discovery 
of the a priori metaphysical conditions of possi
bility for the knowing and willing activity of man, 
the incarnate spirit, had formed the central core 
of the philosophical f:!peculation concerning the 
metaphysical structurE~ clr man and its relation to 
a possible divine revE!la.tion in Geist in Welt and 
" Harer des Wortes. Tr~mscendenta1 anthropology and 

the metaphysical conclusions drawn from its reflec
tion on the intellectual and volitional activity of 
the incarnate human peirson also constitute one of 
the most obvious threa~ds of un! ty running through 
the disparate series olf occasional essays which make 

JORahner , Hearers of the Word, p. 169. 
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up the three volumes of Schriften zur Theoiogie. 31 

The essays concerning the problem of nature and grace in 
3') Theological Investigations ~. are, among others, attempts 

to examine, in the light of fa~i th, the constitution of man 

as determined by the actually existent self-revelation of 

God. 

While transcendental an,thropology has a considerable 

influence on the character olf Rahner' s theological stu

dies, it is important to observe that because theology orig

inally issues from the actual hearing of God's self-revela

tion, transcendental investigation can have only a restric

ted applicability wi thin the dlomain of theology. 

In Volume VI of the theological encyclopedia Sacra

mentum Mundi, Rahner introdulces the concept of "transcen

dental theology" and he comm~~nts upon the extent to which 

the transcendental method cru~ 1~ legitimately used within 

a theological perspective. 33 Generally, "transcendental 

theology" consists of a transcemdental investigation of 

31Gerald A. McCool, "~~he! Philosophy of the Human Per
son in Karl Ra.hner's Theology, fI' Theological Studies, XXII 
(1961), p. 538. 

3~arl Rahner, "Concerni.ng the Relationship Between 
Nature and Grace," Theological Investigations, I, .P1'. 297-
,318. Karl Rahner. "Nature ar:td Grace IJ " Theological Investi
gations, IV, trans. Kevin Sm~,.th (Baltimore I Helicon Press, 
1966), pp. 165-188. 

33Karl Rahner, "Transc:endental Theology," Sacramentum 
Mundi (New York. Herder and Herder, 1970), VI, pp. 287-289. 
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the a priori conditions of knowledge in the human sub

ject, with regard to actually existent revelation and the 

truths of faith. 34 

Rahner acknowledges 1:;ha.t the concept itself is 

modelled on the analogy of t:ranscendental philosophy, how

ever, he maintains that "transcendental theology" does 

not consist of a simple application of transcendental 

philosophy to theological subjects. Rather, in its basic 

intention and purpose, "transclendental theology~ is 

genuinely theological. In an :article titled, "L" Avenir 
,/ 

de la theologie," Rahner calls for a more intensive de-

velopment of such a "transcend4antal theology" and he ex

plains that • 

••• I'approche qui ,est propre a une thS'ologie 
transcendantale .... est autJlentiquement theologique. 
En effet, la theologi1e lEl'enquiert du salut de 
1 'homme en tant que clelui-ci consiste en la com
munication de Dieu par lui-m~me, et proprement 
de rien d 'autre ••• M:a.is comprendre ainsi cette 
realite du saiut, e 'est .. 1a' comprendre de fa90n . 
transcendantale, ctes't-a-dire en relation avec Ie 
sujettranscendantal, lequel est transcendantal 

.34Ibid., p. 287. Paul Surlis, commenting on Rahner's 
eonceptioIi'"Of "tra..."lseendental 1:;heology, If writes a 

It is obvious that th~~ use of the word a priori in 
this context does not mean that in theology for example 
one deduces truths of faith from the structures of human 
consciousness I the truths OJ: faith are first known from 
fai th and revelation; the tratnscendental ques.tion simply 
asks concerning the structuretS of human consciousness which. 
make reception of such truth possible, due allowance being 
made for the role of faith aIlLd the necessity of grace. 

Paul Surlis, "Rahner and Lone~rgan on Method in Theology,· 
Irish Theological Quarter~, XXXIX (1972), p. 195. 
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«par nature».3S 

In his later theological writings then, Rahner tends to 

use the word "transcendental" in a wide sense, in its 

theological use "the word 'transcendental' comprises all 

theological considerations 'VIrhich start from man as a being 

whose situation is transcend.ence,.who reflects transcen

dentally on this his being.,,36 

While he acknowledges: that "transcendental theology" 

cannot presume to encompass the whole of theology, Rahner 

maintains that its importance lies in the fact that without 

such transcendental reflection in theology, "historical 

facts cannot be shown to be existentiall, that is to af

fect man's salvation. ,,37 In o]pposi tion to a dry, dogmatic 

positivism that would confine dogmatic theology within the 

limi ts of assembling and sys'tematizing official Church 

teachings, Rahner argues for a greater union or synthesis 

between dogmatic theology and transcendental-theological 

anthropology. It is Rahner':9 (~ontention that an effective 

synthesis between the two domains would allow theological 

expressions to be formulated in such a way that they can 

3%arl Rahner, "L'~vellir de la the'ologie," trans. A. 
~ohier. in Bilan de la theol(~i~ •••• p. 921. 

36Rahner, "Transcende!ltsLl Theology," Sac. Mundi. VI, 
p. 289. In Schriften zur The!ologie, IX. there is inCluded 
a lengthy e~say aealing wi~h ihe question of method in 
theology, "Uberlegungen zur Methode der Theologi~a." pp. 79-126. 

37Ibid., p. 288. 



be brought into intimate conmection with the self-under

standing men derive from their own experience. 

Before starting the actual analysis of Hearers of 

the Word it is necessary to comment briefly on the status 

of the text used in this thesis. It was mentioned at the 

outset that the' second German ledi tion of HSrer des Wortes 

w,as edited and revised in 1963 by a colleague and former 

student of Karl Rahner's, Johannes B'. Metz. The analysis 

in the thesis is based upon th~~ English translation of 

:Metz' revised edition of Harer des Wortes by Michael 

Richards, published in 1969 by Herder & Herder, New York. 

For the most part Richards' 'translation is quoted through-

out the thesis; however, bec,aul3e there are certain inc on.;.. 

sistencies and errors in Richards' translation, I have 

included page references tothE~ German edition throughout 

the footnotes to the thesis. Jen places where I discovered 

Richards' translation to be :inadequate, I have given 
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my ewn English translation in the text of' the thesis and 

quoted the original German plissage in full in the footnotes. 

Here I should mention that the French translation of Horer 

des Wortes by Joseph Hofbeck 1t l~tHomme a 1 tErcoute du Verbe ,38 

proved to be very helpful in s1;udying the text; not only 

did it previde a valuable chE~cl!: IOn the English translation, 

but it alse gave an importani~ ~perspective IOn the extent to 

3~arl Rahner, L'HorIlttle a l·e-coute du Verba, trans. by 
Joseph Hofbeck (Paris, Maisc~Mame, 1968). 
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which J. B. Metz modified the original German edition. 
... ,-

L'Homme a l'ecoute du Verbe is a comparative trans-

lation of the original German ~edition published in 1941. 

and Metz' revised German editi~::mJ in the text Hafbeck 

includes withIn square bracklets the sections of the origi

nal edition that were subsequently modified or omitted by 

Metz. and he differentiates 'be1~ween the original footnotes 

and the numerous footnotes ad.dE~d in the second edition by 

Metz. In his revision of thE:! ()riginal German edition Metz 

added many footno"tes that seE~m to qualify the argument in 

the actual text itself. For the most part the additional 

footnotes refer to later wrii~ings, by Rahner and by Metz 

himself, that directly develop or indirectly relate to 

the particular subject under di.scussion. 

Although this will only become fully apparent in 

the analysis to follow. i"t is~ interesting to note that many 

of Metz' footnotes expand upcln the substance of the actual 

text where the subject under discussion relates to the 

problem of the relationship c~tween "nature and grace." 

In the text itself Rahner attempts to restrict. his analy

sis to a metaphysics of the "natural,U knowing man; in 

the footnotes Metz continually qualifies the perspective 

b.Y introducing elements that derive from the knowledge of 

man gained in the light of Ch.ri:stian revelation. While 

in the text Rahner's ,primar"J Iconcern is to determine the 

extent to which man is open, :in his spiritual transcendence, 
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to a possible divine revelatio:n, Metz continually "reminds 

the reader that in the actual hearing of revelation, man's 

spiritual transcendence is ele'~ated and illuminated by 

graoe. In his footnotes the:n, Metz' primary conoern is to 

show the difference between :a ]~hilosophical and theological 

perspective in a way that is c()nsistent with Rahnerts later, 

more explicitly theological development of portions of 

the analysis presented in ~arers of the Word. As the 

following chapter will demon~:;trate, i tis important to 
/ 

keep the distinction between a philosophical and theologi

cal perspective in mind when dSraling with Hearers of the 

~. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
PHILOSOPHY OF REI.JIGION AND THEOLOGY 

In the first major se~ct;ion of Hearers of the Word1 

Rahner sets forth the purpose: and theme of the work, and 

moves to secure a preliminary definition of the problematic 

standing at the centre of the work. Basically, the purpose 

of the work as a whole is to pr,ovide a foundation for a 

philosophy of religion understo.od as "the ontology of the 

potentia oboedientialis for revelation".2 As the title of 

the book indicates, the main theme of the work is man as a 

hearer of the Word of God. The problematic that Rahner 

must confront before attemptilng to develop his theme from 

the standpoint of philosophy I:):f religion centers upon the 

question of the relationship lbetween philosophy of religion 

and theology. By considering the implications this question 

has for his attempt to found ~i philosophy of religi.on, 

Rahner prepares the general coni;ext wi thin which hi.s theme 

can be properly situated and deyeloped. 

In this chapter I will i'irst engage in a detailed 

consideration of the general context presented in the 

l Rahner , "The ~nquiryt1l, Hearers of the Word, pp .• 3-27. 
-Die Fragestellung", Horer des Wortes, pp. 15-44. 

2 Hearers. • • , p. 3. Horer. • • , p. 15. 



introductory section of Hearers of the Word and then I will 

briefly outline the subsequerlt stages in Rahner's attempt 
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to establish a philosophy of religion. As stat~d previously,3 

it is particularly important to' study this context closely 

in order to gauge the achieve!ment and full significance of 

the work. 

A close analysis shows three general movem,ents or 

steps in the introductory cha.pters. Rahner initially pro

ceeds in a general fashion by comparing and contrast in? the 

philosophy of religion, as an individual science, with 

another seemingly related science, theology. This initial 

step involves him in a question of scientific theory in 

general -- the question about the ground of the relationship 

between any two sciences. Thle determination of this ground 

constitutes the first movemen't ()f the introduction.' However, 

it soon becomes evident that the relationship between the 

two specific sciences under cc:msideration is particularly 

problematic. Rahner's attempt to determine adequately the 

nature of the relationship between philosophy of religion 

and theology becomes entangled in crucial difficulties when 

he takes into account the unique: character of each, as 

individual sciences. The recc)gnition of this problematical 

relationship initiates a second step in the introduction; 

Rahner is obliged to determine! in advance the possible scope 

3See above on p. 4. 



of his philosophy of religion and to seek a more precise 

definition of his general theme. Finally, in the third 

general movement, Rahner widE~ns his perspective somewhat by 

relating his own t.ask in ~~'s of the Word to certain 

problems that arise .in the areaLS of Catholic fundamental 

theology, "Christian philosophy", and contemporary Protest-. 

ant philosophy of religion. 4 

The relationship betwee!n philosophy of religion and 

theology is sought first of all. in terms of general scien

tific theory and for Rahner, questions about the theory of 

science must pertain to a unifi.ed fundamental science 

metaphysics. While each separate science has its own basic 

principles in accordance with which it examines and defines 

its subject matter, the individual sciences are not entirely 

self-constituting. The multiplicity of heterogeneous prin

ciples has a unifying ground irl metaphysics. In attempting 

to discern the relationship between philosophy of religion 

and theology then, Rahner is not attempting to outline the 
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lines-upon which a relationship could be constructed; rather, 

he is seeking the unity of a common, ~ Eriori metaphysical 

ground that originally places; the two sciences into a 

definite relationship. even -t;hough each "science" has its 

4The whole of the sec~on.d chapter, "The Subject in 
Relation to Kindred Questions;" ("Das Thema im Verhl!ltnis zu 
verwandten Fragestellungen"), corresponds to what is here 
designated as the third general movement. 



own unique theoretical foundation set within this common 

ground.'s 

In addition, it is important to observe that for 

Rahner, a question about genE!ra~l scientific theory is not 

merely an idle concern of spElcu.lative curiosity; rather, 

in its thrust, a question perta.ining to the the.ory of 

science has deep implication~j for human existence. It 
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puts the nature of·man himself into question. The question 

has this existential dimension because in seeking basic 

foundations, it asks about the nature of science as a 

specifically human activity. The search for the foundations 

of a science demands consideration of the necessity with 

which science occurs in human existence; therefore, a ques

tion pertaining to the theory of science is at the same time 

implicitly, at the level of fou:ndations, a metaphysical 

question about the essence of man. In terms of general 

scientific theory then, Rahner has determined that the 

problem of the relationship between philosophy of religion 

and theology is "the metaphysical question about the one 

ground upon which each science in its own way is constituted 

originally, and so it is also the question about the nature 

of man as the existent being 'Whj:) must of necsssi ty 

SHearers. co • , p. 6. JI8rer. • • , p. 18. 
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practice these sciences. n6 

However-1 this preliminary statement of the que stion 

becomes problematical in itself once the nature of the 

particular sciences under exa.mination is considered; an 

attempt to bring his provisional knowledge of the nature of 

both sciences within the general formula of scientific 

theory constitutes Rahner's second movement in the intro

duction. The issue becomes complicated as soon as Rahner 

takes into account both the classical Catholic understanding 

of' philosophy of religion and the Ctlstinctive origin of 

theology .. 

For Catholic-scholastic philosophy, philos<:lphy of 

religi.on consists of "the knowledge which man .£!l...his own 

is able to acquire of the corre(~t relationship of man to 

God as Absolute. n 7 For Catholi(~ philosophy in general, 

apart from revelation and thr<:lugh metaphysical reflection, 

God can be knoVv'n by man only as the absolute ground of 

existent beings and of the knowledge of being. In this 

sense then, philosophy of religion is itself an integral 

component of ontology in general and of metaphysics. For 

Hahner's own purposes this implies that his attempt to 

6tfDie Frage nach dem Verhaltnis von Theologie und 
Religionsphilosophie ist somit d.ie metaphysische Frage nach 
dem einen Grund, aus dem heraus beide je far sich erstmals 
slch konstituieren, und ist damit auch die Frage nach dem 
\'lesan des Menschen als des Se:i..enden, das diese Wissenschaften 
notwendig treibt." H8rer ••• , p. 19.. Hearers ••• , P. 7 .. 

7 fI • . ..... 

Hearers ••• , p. 7. Horer ••• , pp. 19-20. 



discover the foundation of philosophy of religion in 

metaphysics involves a question about the constitut.ion of 

metaphysics as a human activitYI why does man engage in 

metaphysical reflection and how can human metaphysics 

reach up to a knowledge of God l' 

On the other hand, theology seems beyond the scope 

of any scientific-theoretical foundation because in its 

essence theology is not a science constituted by man alone. 

In its original nature "theology is always the self-illumi

nating hearing of the revelation of God himself, which 

proceeds from God's free decree, through his own word. H8 

Theology originally results from and is constituted. by 

God's own free activity of self-revelation: upon this act 

man's hearing depends. Although Rahner maintains that 
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once heard, the word of God can and should become the object 

of man's systematic thought, still, he recognizes that 

theology is not like other sciences because "the revelation 

of God cannot be given a foundation by man, neither in 

its actuality or necessity nor in its inner essence. n9 

It seems that the original formulation of the problem 

was entirely ill-conceived. How can there possibly be a 

common metaphysical ground that relates philosophy of reli

gion and theology when, by their very natures, the two seem 

-------------------------------------,------------------,-----------8 
Heare~~ ••• , p .. 8. H8rer. .. . , P. 21 

9Hearers. • • , P.. 9. 
,- . 
H8rer. . . , p. 22. 
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so distinct? On the one hand theology, as the "gemuine 

listeningn to the self-attesting word of God addressed to 

man in historical events,10 has a dignity and autonomy that 

is independent of metaphysicsJ. On the other hand philosophy 

of religion, insofar as i-t i8 identical to metaphysics, 

seems to be essentially "supra-temporal" and "trans-histori

cal" I it seems to "institute! a. religion which is fundamen

tally independent of historic:al event. n 11 It would appear 

then that the only relationship between philosophy of I 

religion and theology is one of hostility. By det1ermining 

the correct relationship of man to God independently of 

historical, revelatory events, philosophy of religion either 

renders superfluous a theology that is dependent on revela

tion; or, at best, philosophy of religion will understand 

such a theology merely to be ,concerned with the historical 

manifestations of the relations between man and God that 

are already pre-determined in philosophy of religion itself. 

Rahner I S task is to djetermine how this paradoxical 

and seemingly hostile relationship between the tvlO can be 

resolved in a way that brings out the inner affinity between 

them and does justice to their distinctiveness as individual 

sciences. In order to attempt such a resolution, Rahner 

must first mark out proleptically the general boundaries 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
10Hearers. 

llHearers. 

• • 

• • , P.. l~). 

H8rer. • • , ::po 26. 
. . 

rr Horer ••• , p. 26. 
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within which such a resolution might possibly be al:::hieved. 

The fact that theology has a unique origin dependent 

on God's own free activity does not entirely preclude the 

possibility of establishing a metaphysical foundation that 

is, in a sense, 'preparatory to theology. A metaphysical 

analysis could deal with the "hearing of the word of God by 

man and this only with regard to the a priori capacity to 

hear a revelation which might conceivably proceed from 

God. n12 It is through such a metaphysical analysis that 

Rahner attempts to found a philosophy of religion as "the 

ontology of the potentia obol9dientialis for revelation". 

For Rahner's purposes the phrase 'potentia' oboedientialis' 

stands for the potency on the part of man to be obedient to 

or to hear a revelation from God; in this restricted sense, 

then, the phrase designates the "§... priori capacity'" on the 

part of man to hear a possibll9 divine revelation. 13 

12 " Hearers ••• , p. 9. Horer., •• , p. 22,. 

13 . ' , Hearers. e,o, , po 22,. HSrer ••• "p. 37. It is important 
to Dote the qualification Rahirler attaches to his use of the 
phrase 'potentia oboedientialis ll in this context. Rahner 
takes care to point out that he is not dealing with a 
"I!Qtentia oboedientialis for :::mpernatural grace as the 
ontological elevation of man to share in the life of God, 
but only with the potentia oboedientialis to hear a possible 
speech of God which, should i-ttake place', takes place at 
least to begin with also in the realm of natural percep-
tion.. • • • .. In making this qualification Rahner attempts 
to keep his analysis restrictE~d to this "natural" perspec
tive of man. 

It is interesting to l~bserve that Metz in turn 
qualifies the very distinction 1;hat Rahner makes in the 



The philosophy of religion that Rahner attempts to 

develop is concerned with a theological subject -- revela

tion -- but only in an indirect way; .it attempts to discern 

and to demonstrate, through a metaphysical anthropology, 

the possibilitY of man's hearing a message from God. 

Insofar as it is concerned with the 1rnowledge of God that 

man is able to attain on his o~m, in terms of general 

ontology and apart from revelation and the "light of faith", 

philosophy of religion preserves its independence from 

theology. However, insofar as it stands as a "pre-theo

logical foundation for theology", philosophy of religion 

must take care not to violate! the distinctiveness of theology. 

"The philosophy of religion, if it is to leave inviolate 

the interior autonomy and his:torici ty of theology, must not 

be primarily the construction: of natural religion; it cannot 

be allowed to trace lines tha.t theology merely follows up 

--------------------------------------------------------------
text. Metz remarks that the two 'potencies', for grace 
for word-revelation, are not finally distinguishable in 
last analysis because "the imparting of grace itself is 
always of itself the basic mode of revelation itself •• 
Hearers ••• , p. 22, n. 6. Hairer ••• , p. 37, n. 6. 

and 
the 

" • • 

In Sacramentum Mundi, Vol. 5, Rahner himself dis
tinguishes between the general use of the.,Yhrase and its 
specific usel Ifin a very general sense L,potentia oboedien
tialig means the capacity of the creature, obediently 
accepting the disposition and ac~tion of God, to receive a 
determination for which the creature is not 'in potency' in 
such a way that this determination is 'due' to it •••• 
The concept is used above all to define more precisely in 
the supernatural order (of grace) the relation between 
nature and grace. Nature is a potentia oboedientialis for 
the supernatural grace, which, as self-comrnunication of God, 
is in no way owed to the creature." p. 65. 
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and fills out more fully_n 14 

While it might seem that theology has already placed 

limits on the possible scope of Rahner's philosophy of 

religion, Rahner himself undeirs:tands these limits to be 

inherent in the nature of phi.losophy of religion itself .. 

Because God cannot be unequivocally defined by human meta

physics, philosophy of religion cannot pre-judge the possi

ble ways in which God might choose to deal with man, and 

therefore it cannot construct ~n account of religion that 

is completely self-contained_ ]for Rahner; philosophy of 

religion must "make room" for a possible theology because 

"in terms of its own essence it must leave to the God who 

may conceivably reveal himsel:f :in history the constitution 

and definition of religion, or at least place all of its 

propositions under the reservation of such a possibility_,,15 

Rather than imposing a strictly negative limit upon 

the scope of philosophy of religion, by keeping in mind the 

nature of theology Rahner gains an insight into the nature 

of his ovm task: 

~ : • metaphysics which LIn itselY is 'already 
philosophy of religion must be of such a kind as 
to recognize God as the free and the unkno'wn, and 
to conceive of man as a being who is historical 
£On the basis oy his transcendental subjectivity, 

14Hearers. 

15Hearers 
==..=.~. 

• • 

• • 

-----------------------------
, p • 1:5 • H8 re r • . • , p. 2:7. 

, pp. 13-·14. Harer ••• , P.· 27. 
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and to direct man in his historicity to his own 
history, commanding him to seek, within his history, 
a possible revelation proceeding from this free, 
unknown God.16 

By anticipating the limits and scope of a possible philoso

phy of religion then, Rahner ou.tlines in a preliminary way 

the metaphysical foundation tha.t must be established if the 

problem of the relationship between J?hilosophy of religion 

and theology is to be resolve~d. 

While Rahner's approach. in the introductory chapter 

is quite complicated, he succ:eeds in defining his central 

problem and the problems surrounding it, and he gains a 

provisional view of how an adequate resolution to this 

problematic must be formulated. Rahner's task in Hearers 

of the Word is to determine whether or not a metaphysical 

foundation can be established for a philosophy of religion 

that is at the same time able to serve as a legitimate 

pre-theological foundation for theology. For Rahnerrthen, 

the relationship between philos1ophy of religion and theology 

is to be forged by means of a ml~taphysical anthropology 

developed in correspondence with an enquiry into being in 

general. 

Before outlining the steps in the metaphysical 

analysis itself, it is necess:a.ry to see how Rahner under

stands his own task in compar:ison with certain other 

--------------------------------------------------._-.------------------
.16 

Hearers ••• , p. 14. H8rer pp 27 28 
=.;;..:....;;.;~. • ., .. - • 



approaches to the relationship between philosophy of 

religion and theology. In the third movement of the intro

duction. Rahner further clarifies the nature of his own 

project· .. and gives an indication of its importance, by 

relating his subject to three different perspectives: 
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Catholic fundamental theology', "Christian. philosophy" , and 

types of Protestant philosophy of religion. It is in thls 

wider context that Rahner sta.tes his opposition to any form 

of "rationalist and enlighten.ed" philosophy of religion that 

stands indifferent to the historical structure of human 

existence. Since the nature of Rahner's opposition has 

already been discussed in the introduction to this thesis,17 

it is not necessary to repeat that discussion here. Rather, 

I will briefly describe the com:parisons that Rahner presents 

and proceed to formulate a general outline of the subsequ.ent 

chapters in the thesis, in correspondence with the stages 

in the analysis in Hearers of the Word. 

Catholic fundamental theology "comprises the scien

tific substantiation of the fact of the revelation of God 

17See pages 3-5 in the lI'Introduction". The reasons 
for Rahner's opposition follow from the account of the 
problematical relationship between philosophy of religion 
and theology given above. In:sofar as it is characteristic 
of rationalist philosophy (sueh as Lessing's) to doubt the 
importance of historical events II such philosophy is either 
indifferent to theology, or it inevitably violates the 
autonomy of theology by attempting to construct a self
contained "natural" religion. 
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in Jesus Christ. ni8 Assuming the existence of a personal, 

supernatural God to be already demonstrated by special meta

physics, fundamental theology' usually proceeds by demon

strating, first, that a revelation on the part of God is 

possible. and, second, that God did in fact reveal himself 

in Jesus Christ. Rahner maintains· that in its customary 

procedure fundamental theology does not sufficiently account 

for the relationship between the knowledge of God that man 

is capable of through his "na.tural" reason and the know

ledge of God that man stands capable of receiving as the 

content of revelation. Moreover, fundamental theology does 

not explicitly show how ~, by his very nature, is ordi

nated or Itdisposed rt toward a possible divine revelation; 

nor does it attempt to show that man must listen for a 

possible revelation from God occurring in the midst of human 

history. In relation to these lacunae in fundamental the

ology, Rahner find.s himself obliged to cover the ground that 

fundamental theology leaves for the most part in obscurity, 

in order to develop his philosophy of religion. 

Secondly, with regard to the question of a possible 

"Christia...Tl philosophy", Rahner maintains that a truly 

Christian philosophy will conceive of man as a being "who 

--------------------------------.------..... ---' 
i8Hearers. • • ,.1'. 1'7. - H8rer.. • , p. 31. For 'a 

: 'brief'sketch. of Ca tho1-1c fundamental theology ,see Sacramentum 
Mundi-, Vol. II, '~Fundamental Theologyll,. Heinrich Fries, 
pp e' 368~372., . . 



stands ready to receive a rev·elation. ,,19 A Christian 

philosophy need not be merely conceived as a rational sys

tem that has the content of revelation as a negative norm 

prese!'1ring the system from error, and 'as a positive norm 

directing philosophy into ne1J\T areas of enquiry. For 
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RalLl1er such a conception is misguided because it tends to 

"overlook the qualitative difference between philosophical 

and theological conceptu.a1 structure,,20 and thereby threatens 

the independence of both philosophy and theology_ 

Rather, a philosophy is Christian' if it preserves 

its own independent conceptual structure, without at the 

saine time severing its original relatedness and reference 

to theology by attempting to set itself up as the complete 

explanation of human existence. It is evident that Rahner 

understands his own task to be in harmony with the develop

ment of a legitimately Christian philosophy_ By attempting 

to produce a metaphysical analysis of man as the being who 

stands ready to receive a revelation, Rahner is .engaged' in 

a strictly philosophical enquiry; however, by virture of the 

very theme of the enquiry i tS le1!, Rahner's philosophy is 

open to and oriented towards a Christian theology.21 
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Finally,· Rahner clarifies his mm purpose in Hearers 

of the Word by discussing what he regards as the two predomi

nant "typesH22 of modern Protestant philosophy of religion. 

---------------------------------------------------------------
in the threefold sense of thE~ Hegelian aufgehoben werden -
abrogation, elevation and prE~servation. By placing man in 
the attitude of listening for revelation, a Christian 
philosophy abrogates its ovm proper function. With the 
reception of a revelation that.has already occurred, a 
Christia..'I1. philosophy is fulfilled and e.levated on the 
higher plane of theology. More! over , the possibility of hear
ing a revelation is no·t; exhausted but is still genuinely 
preserved in theology's atterltiveness to an actually occur
rent revelation. Hearers. • • , p. 24. H8rer. • • It p. 40. 

22In his re-edition of the text J. B. Metz explains 
in a footnote that since the "typification" is merely a 
provisional means of comparison. undertaken simply to clarify 
Rahner's theme, no historical examples of the two types are 
introduced. (Hearers. c., P. 26, n. 8. H8rer ••• , p. 42, D. 8.) 
However, the comparative French. translation of the two edi
tions indicates that in the first edition at least, Rahner 
understood the first type to be characteristic of the reli
gious thought deriving from Schleiermacher and Ritschl. 
The second type designated the kind of philosophy of religion 
implicit in the dialectical theology of Barth and Brunner. 
See L'homme ~ l'~coute du Ver~, p •. 60. 

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that Rahner 
originally stated that the first approach, deriving from 
Schleiermacher and Ritschl, attempted to infiltrate Catholic 
theology with "Modernism" 9.tid still survives in the "history 
of religion s::nool 'stl approach to Christianity. The "Modern
ist" movement arose toward the end of the nineteenth century 
and was represented in the \7ritings of Joseph Loisy and 
George Tyrell, among others. Generally, as the label indi
cates, the "Modernist" movement attempted to adapt Catholi
cism to modern thought even at -the risk of disrupting the 
continuity of the Church's past teaching and institutional 
forms. Specifically., the "Modernists" prompted a crisis 
centred around the concept of revelation. The official 
hierarchy of the Catholic Church mamtained that the ItModern
ists n threatened the transcendent origin and permanent 
validity of revealed truth by teaching that revelation is 
mants acquired consciousness of his relationship to God. 
After a few strong papal decr,ses and encyclicals were issued 
warning of the dangers of "'Modernism", and after a number of 



In the first type the content of religion manifest in 

experience, cult .and doctrine! is understood as the objecti

fication of an indigenously human, religious subjectivity. 

For the second type of Protesta.nt philosophy of religion, 

the content of religion originates from the word of God, 
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but the word of God is understo'od in a basically negative 

sense, as the totally unexpected "judgement of all that is 

finite and human. n23 Rahner holds that the second approach 

is basically like the first 'because in both, revelation 

appears only as the "Korrelat" of man himself. In effect 

the difference between the tvw types lies in the qualifica

tion of this basic form of the relationship between man and 

God.' In the first approach God is understood positively as 

the meaning, as the radical interiority of man himself, 

while in the second type God is understood through his reve

lation as the ndialectically necessary correlative of that 

which is radically ungodly in man. n24 Between these two 

------------------------------------,----------------------------------
the modernist thinkers were excommunicated, the cr~s~s was 
eventually settled at the immediate, practical level. Yet 
a host of exegetical, historical and philosophical difficul
ties that the "Modernists" attempted to confront were still 
left unresolved on the level .of theory. In Hearers of the 
Word and in many of his later theological essays, Rahner has 
grappled with and attempted t() res.olve the very real problems 
that c.ontributed to the growth of the "M.odernist" movem.ent" .. 
without succumbing to the errors of "Modernism". See in 
particular Rahner's essay, "Observations on the Concept of 
Revelation", in Revelation and Tradition, (Montreal: Palm 
Publishers, 1966), pp. 9-23 •. _--

23Hearers ••• , p. 2~5. H8rer ••• , p. 41. 

24Hearers 26 -.;;.;...;;;;:.-.;;;.,;;;. • • • , p • I. H8rer. • • , pp~ 41-42. 
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extremes Rahner's task is to demonstrate the extent to which 

man has a positive openness for a revelation from Go~with

out thereby limiting or anti(~ipating the possible content 

of a free revelation from God. The positive openness for 

revelation must be understood as part' of man's essential 

constitution; yet, the content of revelation cannot appear 

merely as the objective expression or necessary complement 

of man's openness. In the following outline, the way in 

which Rahner attempts to resollve this dilemma will be indi

cated in a preliminary fashion. 

On the basis of his initial discussion Rahner 

determined that behind the question about the relationship 

between philosophy of religion and theology there stands the 

fundamental question as to the :self-establishment of meta

physics. In order to develop a philosophy of religion as 

an analytic of man's attentivleness to 8. possible verbal 

revelation from God, Rahner i:s first of all obliged to secure 

a proper metaphysical foundation. As in Spirit in the World., 

Rahner locates the irreduci b14~ starting point for metaphysic

al enquiry in the question of being -- the question that 

occurs of necessity in human E~xistence. A vision of the 

self-establishment of metaphy~dc:s is gained by attending to 

the conditions that are already implicitly presupposed and 

affirmed in this irreducible starting point; by reflecting 

upon these conditions Rahner attempts to bring forth for 

thought, or to thematize. -the "concrete metaphysics" of 



human existence. 

At the beginning of the analysis in Hearers of the 

Word, Rahner distinguishes three related "aspects" of the 
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one question about being. Fi.rst, the question asks about 

being in general, or the unii~ rather than the sum of beings. 

Secondly, it is a genuine question that must be asked by 

finite human beings. Finally, the third aspect of the 

original question considers the manner in which the question 

is posed; the question must 1:')e asked in such a way that 

being is distinguished from individual existent beings. 21 

Because each aspect of the original question has in itself 

important implic ations for Rahner' s task, the metaphysical 

analysis unfolds in three sequential stages. As a whole 7 

the structure of the analysis is fluid rather than rigid 

because each separate stage is initiated through a return 

to the original question; howevler, each stage develops a 

different perspective by emphasizing a particular aspect 

of the original question clf being. 

Formally then, it is evident that the structure of 

the analysis is quite complex; in addition, the movement 

within the individual stages further complicates matters. 

Within each stage of the analysis Rahner moves from the 

level of general ontology to metaphysical anthropology to 

philosophy of religion. First ()f all, by a process of 

21Hearers ••• , p. 36~ H8rer ••• , p. 53. 
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\ 
transcendental deduction, Rahner attempts to uncover the 

conditions and presuppositions that are implicitly contained 

in the question about being under each of its aspects. 

Through this process of'deduc:tion Rahner explicates and 

establishes a basic 'principle of general ontology. Because 

each principle of general ontology has important implications 

for an understanding of the bleing of man himself $ Rahner 

further deduces a principle for an ontology of man. For 

each stage of the metaphysical analysis, then, there is a 

second movement of deduction wh,ereby Rahner sets forth pro

positions that constitute the basis of a "metaphysical 

anthropology". Finally, by synthesizing the conclusions of 

the first two movements, Rahnler is able to formulate his 

philosophy of religion as "th~:l ontology of the potentia 

oboedientialis for revelation." 

In order to indicate the division and content of 

the next three chapters of thE~ thesis, it is helpful to 

fill in the formal outline skE~tched in the two preceding 

paragraphs with a brief account of the substance of each 

stage in Rahner's analysis. In the next three chapters I 

will examine the argument in E~ac:h of the three stages. 

In the first stage Ra!mer discusses the most basic 

pre-conditions for the possibi.li.ty of revelation; in the 

following (second) chapter I will examine the development 

of the first propositions of general ontology and metaphys

ical anthropology, and I will show the meaning these 



propositions have for Ramler's philosophy of religion. On 

the level of general ontology Rahner determines that being 

is essentially "presence-to-self". Being is "luminous" 

or knowable in the degree to which an existent being "has" 

being. With regard to man, Rah:ner deduces that man is 

essentially "spirit" or unlimited openness for being. In 

terms of philosophy of religion these discoveries mean 

that all reality including God can be the possible subject 

of a revelation, and that man is always already oriented 

towards the absolute being of God. Furthermore, because 

man's transcendence towards b~~ing is of unlimited breadth, 

man's openness does not constitute an ~ priori determina

tion of the content of a possible revelation. 

The third chapter of the thesis is concerned with 

the insights Rahner develops in his analysis of the second 

aspect of the question of be~lg. The fact that the ques

tion about the meaning of beir~ must be asked by human 

beings indicates the problematicality of mants understand

ing of being. An examination of this problematicality 

discloses both the finitude of human beings and the freedom 

of God facing finite beings. In. terms of general ontology, 

absolute being is hidden from finite human beings; God, as 

absolute being, is free to reveal himself in the manner· 

which He chooses. At the same time,however, in the very 

midst of the problematical nature of man's understanding of 

being, there presides an enduring and necessary affirmation 
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of absolute being on the pari; Cld' man himself. Rahner 

develops this insight to shoVI that in the midst of man' s 

transcendence towards being In general, there is a definite 

character of willfulness and of' free choice. For metaphysi

cal anthropology this means that the actual form of man's 

transcendence depends on a free decision on the part of 

man himself. The position that a man takes with regard to 

-finite goods and the way in which he formulates certain 

values and desires have a definite influence upon the man

ner in which he relates to the absolute goodness of God. 

For his philosophy of religio:n ]Rahner concludes that God 

is the "hidden" or unknown being facing man's unlimited 

transcendence. While God is :free to reveal himself to 

or conceal himself from man, this does not mean that man 

himself merely waits in a vague neutrality before the pres-
\. 

ence of an unknown God; rather, at the very heart of the 

finite spirit's openness towrurds the free God of a possi

ble revelation there always o(~curs a free decision that 

definitely affects man' s rela1~ic)nship to God. 

The fourth chapter of the thesis deals with the 

grounds for Rahner's claim that the tfplace" of a possible 

revelation from God to man is human history. It is particu

larly difficult to provide an adequate summary of the third 

and final stage in the ove-r-al1 analysis because Rahner's 

argument is not only very com:plex, but it is also extremely 

compact. Fundamentally, though, Rahner seeks to determine 



more precisely the specific (::haracter of man' s transcen

dence towards being. In ordE~r to do this, he concentrates 

upon the originally receptivE~ c:haracter of human cognition. 

The analysis in the third sta.ge! focuses upon the fact that 

man enquires about being by ~listingqishing betw'een being 
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and existent being. Through a regression to the ontological 

conditions which account for this necessary distinction, 

Rahner deduces that man is ccms:ti tuted as a "material 

essence". From this point, and on the basis of a very 

compact analysis of man's "materiality", Rahner proceeds 

to develop what amounts to art "ontology of human historical

ity". Basically, Rahner's CClntention is that mants trans

cendence towards being in general is historically mediated; 

that is, man is only able to kn.ow being through historical 

encounter with inner-worldly, materially existent beings. 

In a further, very important movement of the analysis, 

Rahner maintains that the focus of this distinction between 

being and existent being is the human word. It is through 

the human word that the being of inner-worldly, material 

things becomes conceptually known by man; furthermore, it 

is through the human word tha.t knowledge of other-worldly, 

non-corporeal beings (especia.lly the absolute being, God) 

can be conceptually revealed to man. In terms of philoso

phy of religion, Rahner's fin.al conclusion is that man is 

obliged to listen in his history for a possible revelation 

from God, occuring in human words. 



Having completed a slte11;ch of the following three 

chapters of this thesis, in terms of their correspondence 

with the sequential stages of the analysis in Hearers of the 

~J it is necessary to begin the work of detailed s.tudy. 

The first stage of Rahner' s lnetaphysics, which we will 

now turn to examine in detail. is primarily concerned with 

the themes, "luminosity" ,of being and human spirituality. 

/ 
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CHAPTE:R II 

THE "LUMINOSITY" OF BEINl~ .JlND THE FINITE SPIRIT 

Because Rahner has rur~led that the question about 

the foundation of philosophy of religion is fundamentally 

a question about the self-esi~ablishment of metaphysics, 

it is necessary to consider how he first determines and 

justifies the starting point fc:~r his metaphysics. As I 

indicated in the preceding ske1:;ch, it is through a process 

of reflection upon this basic~ s:tarting point that Rahner 

works to secure a foundation for his philosophy of religion. 

In the second major section olf Hearers of the Word Rahner 

first attempts to show how the question about being, which 

necessarily occurs in human ex~stence, constitutes the 

starting point of metaphysics; then, Rahner shows how the 

essence of man himself is drawn into the metaphysical analy

sis of this basic question. 

In all of our activities as humans living in the 

world, we acknowledge that other humans, non-human animals, 

and things exist in the world along with us; although we 

are aware that human and non-human individuals do not 

exist in exactly the same way, still we acknowledge the 

fact that both humans and non·-humans ~ in the world. 

Even if we regard non-human things only as the material for 

human labour and other humans solely as means for, or 
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obstacles to the furtherance o:f our own aims, nevertheless 

we do acknowledge that other humans and non-humans exist 

together with us. At certain (~rucial times -- with the 

death of a close friend or r1elative, in a mood of deep 

anxiety, or in'a moment of sudden vulnerability, for in

stance -- we may be prompted t(> question about the meaning 

and purpose of human existenl~el' of existence in general. 

Perhaps it is only in occasilons such as these that we 

radically confront and explic:=i i~ly pose the question about 

the meaning of being. 

· so 

According to Rahner, however, the question about 

being does not only occur at certain crucial periods or 

particularly intense moments of a man's personal experience, 

actually, the question belongs more fundamentally to the 

existence of man because it ()ccurs continually and neces

sarily throughout human li.fe~, Similarly, the question of 

being does not occur only whEm men enquire into the ulti

mate reasons that explain all reality and give meaning to 

human' existence; this questicm is implicitly asked and 

answered whenever men pl8.l'l fc)r and decide upon the course 

of their future lives. At an even more basic level, its 

necessity is shown in the fac:t that the question about 

being is implicitlY posed andl answered in a man's knowledge 

of, and judgement about human an,d non-human beings. In this 

sense Rahner maintains that a~ll men already practice meta

physics by virtue of their kIllowledge of their own existence 



and the existence of other individual beings. Even a man 

who ignores or completely re je<:ts the question about being 

has given it an answer of SOlne kindn he has declared it 

to be meaningless or without importance, and in effect he 

has already engaged in metaphysics. 1 

Because of its neces:::;i 1;y in man t s existence, the 

question about being consti~ltes the selt-sufficient 

starting point for human metaphysics. In order to set out 

from this irreducible starting point and proceed with his 

metaphysical enquiry, Rahner is: obliged to give the ques

tion an explicit conceptual form. The question, "what is 

the being of existent being itself?tf,2 expresses the funda

mental question about being a~s a formal metaphysical 

question, inaugurating a process of metaphysical enquiry. 

In its express conceptual form the metaphysical 

question stands out as the refllexive articulation of the 

1Hearers. • • , p. 33. Horer. • • t p. SO. 

2"Ausgangspunkt der Metaphysik 1st somit die Frage, 
was das Sein des Seienden selbst sei •••• n Horer ••• , 
p. 50. Richards translates the question aSI "what is the 
being of that which is itself?"" Hea,rers •••• p. 34. 
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Translating tre Germa.Jn. "Seienden" as "existent 
being" is completely consistent with all aspects that 
Rahner distinguishes in the original formulation of the 
question. The phrase indicatE~s that the "being" asked about 
is being in its unity and tot~ility, insofar as it belongs 
(analogically) to all that exists. Also, the phrase "exis
tent being" indicates that thE! ~'ontological difference" -
the distinction between being and existing beings, which 
constitutes the third aspect ()f the question -- is already 
expressed in the original forDlulation of the question. 



fundamental question about being that pervades the ground 

of human existence; it repeats this question in such a way 

that it is elevated and brough1~ forth for thought. 3 The 

question does not ask about .lany particular existent being; 

rather its scope is much wid~:lr because it asks about the 

being of any and all existen-t l:>eings, or being in general. 

The question "what is the be:ing of existent being itself?" 

indicates that man, by virtuE~ of the necessary occurrence 

of the question of being in human existence, is already 

in some way present before ~dng in its totality'. Being 

3In Spirit in the World RaImer stated that the 
metaphysical question is precisely "the thematization, the 
explicit, conceptually formulai:;ed repetition of the ques
tion which man necessarily e:1l:is:ts as I the question about 
being in its totality. The Dletaphysical question as tr8..t~S
eendental question is this pe~r-vasive auestion about being 
itself raised to conceptual ::form." p. -,58. 

Emmerich Coreth, a colleague of Rahner's, has 
extended and developed Rahner's. basic ideas on the question 
as the starting point of metaphysics in an attempt to 
formulate an explicit account of the procedures and princi
ples of the "transcendental method" in metaphysics. For 
Coreth, as for Rahner, the attempt to establish and ·develop 
metaphysics necessarily involves transcendental reflection 
upon the conditions of the pOlssi bili ty of metaphysical 
knowledge. In its basic form and general conclusions 
Coreth's thought is very simi.lar to Rahner's; however, 
Goreth attempts to found metaphysics as a legitimate sci
ence by identifying it with s. specific method. For Coreth 
"the transcendental method" i.s the only pro:per method for 
conducting metaphysical enqui.ry. See Emmer~ch Coreth, 
Metaphysics, trans. and ed. 'by Joseph Donceel, (New York. 
Herder and Herder, 1968). PI). 31-44. 

Coreth differs from Rahner in this regard for in 
both of his major metaphysica.l works Rahner does not empha
size, nor does he show any pre-,occupation with, methodolo
gical procedure; as indicated in the introduction, it is 
only very recently that Rahner :has begun to explicitly 
write about "method" in philosophy and theology. 

S2 . 



in general is present to ma.n in the form of that inescap

able question about being. 

Furthermore, because the question enquires about 

being in its ,totality, then lby inclusion the being of man 

himself is asked about through this very question. "the 

question about being and the question about man who ~oes 

the questioning? form an original and constantly whole 

unity."4 For Rahner then, human metaphysics is necessarily 

and at the same time, an analytic of man. 

Rahner begins to devE~lClp the analysis by examining 

the question itself. In its ex:plici t conceptual form, the 

question already expresses and affirms a provisional know

ledge about being in general., Despite the fact that this 

provisional knowledge is expressed in the form of a ques

t-ion tit is evident at the vel ry ou tee t that be ing in 

general is at least able-to-'be-known, for it is impossible 

to ask a question about something that is totally unknow

able. Here, Rahner deduces what stands for him as a 

fundamental determination of the being of existent being. 

"knowability" (Erkennbarkelt). "the first metaphysical 

question, the most general question about being, already 

places the fundamental knowability of all existent being in 

4· 6 " Hearers. • • • p. 3. Horer..., p. 53. 
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its being. "5 

Two related conclusi()ns are further deduced by 

Rahner from this insight gairled in his examination of the 

--initial question. Because the being of all existent beings 

in general has already been determined as knowable, it 

follows at once that every el:istent being is knowable to 

some extent; each existent bein,g is therefore the possible 

object of a cognition. Furthermore. because knowability 

has been affirmed as an "~'log~ determination" 

(.Q!!iQ1ogische Bestimmung)6 presiding in existent being 

itself, every existent being has an essential reference to 

a possible cognition, and tl::erefore to a possible knowing 

subject. For this essential relation to be possible, the 

being of every existent being and the knowing of that same 

being must belong together in, a fundamental unity. 

At this point in the analysis Rahner introduces 

the pivotal insight that he achieved with such 'great 

detail in Spirit in the World, the original unity of being 

and knowing. For Rahner, the inner ordination of each 

existent being to a possible cognition is only conceivable 

under the condition that the 'be ing of each existent being 
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5nDie erste metaphysische Frage, die allgemeinste 
Seinsfrage, ist schon die Set~zung der grundsgtzlichen 
"'>Erkennbarkei t« alles Seienden in seinem Seine n Horer. 
p'. 56. Hearers. • • , p. 38. 

. . , 
6 .. 6 Horer. • • , p. 5. liearers. • • • p. 39. 



and the knowing of it form an original unity_ "being and 

knowing form an original unity, that is to say, the 

knowing relationship to itself belongs to the essence of 
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the being of existent beings ... '7 This insight into the 

essence of being as knowinganci being known in an original 

unity stands as the first princ~iple of Rahner's general 

ontology; Rahner designates 'this original unity as the 

wbeing-present-to-itself" or the "l.uminosity" (Gelichtet

hE,1) of being. 8 The principle deduced from the examination 

----------------------------------,------~-------------------
7"Sein und Erkennen 'biJLden eine ursprt1ngliche 

Einheit, das hei~·t, zum Wesen des Seins der Seienden gehort 
die erkennende Bezogenheit auf sieh selbst;" HBrer •••• 
p. 57. Hearers. 0 • , p. 39. 

8 n Horer •••• p. 57. Hearers •••• p. 39. It 
should be noted that this princ:iple also furnishes 
Rahner with an original conCElpt of knowledge: for Rahner 
knowledge is originally "Self-possession" of the "self
luminosity" (subjectivity) of being. For each existent 
being,then, knowledge is originally a being-present-to
itself. Although this will only become fully evident later 
on in the thesis, it is alrecLdy apparent that, in terms of 
a metaphysical analysis of man, Raimer's particular problem 
is to determine how man can have knowledge of another 
existent being standing over against him. 

Also, it should be me!ntioned that at this point in 
the text, Rahner briefly points out the correspondence of 
his first principle with the principles of Thomist ontology. 
With this digression, however, he introduces no elements 
into the analysis that he does not develop in greater 
detail later; throughout all three stages of the analysis 
Rahner continues to demonstrate the consistency of his 
thought with Thomist metaphysics. At certain points in 
the thesis, the correspondence Rahner establishes with 
Thomist metaphysics will be considered more explicitly. 



of the original metaphysical question stands as the pre

condition for the possibility 'that all existent beings are 

basically knowable in their be:ing. 

With the deduction of 'this principle, however. 

Rahner confronts a problem. There seems to be an incon

sistency between the principle and the source from which 

it was originally deduced, the metaphysical question about 

being in general. If the es:sellce of being is knowing and 

being known in an original unity, then it would seem that 

the essence of all existent ~beings virtually constitutes 

an .! priori identity of know:ing and be'ing known. If this 

is so, then why is it that ma.n in fact asks about being? 

Why doesn't man already and essentially have an exhaustive 

knowledge of the object of his question? 

In responding to thil:l problem Rahner turns back to 

consider the eguivocal chara(~te!r of the affirmation of 

the "knowability" of being implicitly contained in the 

original metaphysical question. By returning to consider 

the equivocal nature of this af'firmation about being in 

general on the part of the huma.n questioner, Ram'ler intro

duces the analogy of "having being" into his concept of 

the essence of being. This qua.lification serves to clarify 

the meaning of Rahner t s firsi; principle of I general ontology 

and alloYTs him to ward off any extreme, or "de,base d" 
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idealistic interpretation of that principle. 9 Also, by 

explicitly introducing the presence of the questioning 

subject into the analysis, th.is movement facilitates the 

transition to an explicit analysis of·man. 

The apparent contradiction between the first 

principle of general ontology alt'ld the source from which it· 

was deduced poses a dilemma. Oltl the one hand, man, as 

the being who in the first placl;l asks the question about 

being, must "possess" the being to which the first princi

ple of general ontology appli1es,. The belng of man himself 

Vias included in the question ~abou·t being in general and 

in this sense~then, man "~n being; as a knowing subject 

man is to some extent present··to-himself of "luminous lI
• 

However J as the enquirer. man "t' cannot be' the be ing about 

which he enquires because othE~rwise, according to this very 

proposi tion, he would have to be! in unquestioning identity 

with this very being about which he enquires."10 To this 
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9In the second German edition Rahner makes it clear 
that the precise meaning of his proposition affirming the 
unity of knowing and being exc:ludes any pantheistic, or 
ndebased" idealistic interpretation.. Horer... .. t p. 63. 
Hearers .... , p. 45. As the French translation snows, it 
is evident that originally, Rahner explicitly differentiated 
his proposition from the funda~ental thesis of German Ideal
ism, "qui trouve son point culminant en Hegell <<. L'etre at 
Ie conna1:tre sont identiques :>',"." Rahner understood this 
pan~theistic thesis of German. Idealism to cont~in 90th a 
profound truth and a fatal error. See L'Homme a I'ecoute 
du Verbe, p. 91. . 

10 Hearers ..... , PI' 46. H3rer •••• p. 64. 



extent then, Rahner maintains that man, as the questioning 

being, is "not-being" (Nicht-~e~). 

In recognition of this :paradoxical duality on the 

part of man himself, it is evident that being (as being

present-to-self) cannot be attributed to existent beings 

in the sense of an undifferentiated identity. Rahner is 

obliged to modify his original insight into the essence 

of being (as knowing and being lrnown in an original unity), 

in order to include this elem~an1~ of differentiation. The 

original proposition is thereby transformed into a formal 

schema. 

• • • the degree of bE:dIlg-present-to-i tself, of 
self-luminosi ty ("sub,jec:tivi ty") is correspondent 
to the manner of potel1cy-of'-being, to the man."1.er 
in which being arriveG to an existent being as 
understanding of being amd in which therefore 
this existent being "has" being. And inversely, 
the degree of "having bedng" manifests itself in 
the degree in which the existent be ing in question 
is able to return to 1 tSlelf t in the degree in 
which it is possible for the existent being to be 
reflected in itself, 1;0 be illumined for itself 
and in this sense theIL, to have itself before 
itself. 11 

11 ft 
••• der Grad des Bei-sich-seins, der Selbst

gelichtethei t (:.:>Subjektivl tllt;<-<) entsprechend 1st der Weise 
der SeinsmMochtigkeit, der Weis',e t in der Sein einem Seienden 
als Seinsverstfuldnis zukommt und in der deshalb dieses 
Seiende Sein »hat«. Und umgekehrt: der Grad der 
»Seinshabe« manifestiert sich in dem Grad, in dem das 
betreffende Seiende zu sich selbst zuruckzukehren vermag, 
in dem es ihm m8g1ich ist, in si,ch seIber reflektiert,. 
ffir sich selbst gelichtet z,u sein und sich in diesem Sinne 
vor sich selbst zu habe.n. n !:!2~!:. • • • p. 65. . 
Hearers •••• p. 47. 

In a footnote to the German edition Metz indicates 
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Basically, the analogy of "having being" presented 

here means that the "knowability" of' being in general 

varies according to the degrs!e in which it is possible for 

existent beings to be present: to themselves. There is a 

unity of knowing and being known only in the variable 

degrees to which existent beings are able to arrive at 

knowledge of being. and in this sense to "have" being. 

,Although the original principle about the essence of being 

seems now to be somewhat f,ormal and indeterminate. still 

Rahner has been able to deduCE~ slnd to affirm that being 

in general is knowable to some~ extent, and that the know

ability of each existent being is set within its manner of 
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that, after deliberation with Rahner, the phrase "having 
being" (Seinshabe) was chosen to develop an interpretation 
of the Thomist analogia entis for a narticular reason: to 
prevent an objectivistic and h:ypostatical misunderstanding 
of the meaning of "being" in thi:s context. It is not being 
itself that is said to be anal10gical in this context; rather, 
the arising ("Aufgang") of the difference between being and 
existent beings in self-relatic:mship is said to be analogi
cal. Although this is a very complex matter, it seems to 
me that Metz and Rahner are attempting to avoid any sugges
tion that "being" has been implicitly hypostatized in the 
movement of the analysis from ther origina:L Question. about 
being in general. Throughout the analysis "being" in gen-:
eral remains to some extent/'unkno,wn and innerly unfixable" 
(innerlich unfestleg;bar ist) with. regard to its own formal 
concept. The analogy of "having being" indicates that 
being in general is knowable Olllly to the extent to which 
each existent being is able to be present to itself; the 
knowability of being in general is a variable quantitY7 
then, because each existent being's understanding of being 
varies according to its capacity -to return to i.tself. See 
R8rer ••• , p. 65, n. 1. ~~ •••• p. 47. n. 1. 



having being. In terms of general ontology, and taken, 

together, these conclusions stand as a basic presupposition 

for the possibility of revelatilon. only if the being of 

all existent beings is basically knowable or "logos" from 

the very start' "can the incarnate Logos utter in words 

what lies hidden in the depths t)f God."12 

In order to determine the extent to which being in 

general is actually "knowable'n by man, Rahner turns to 
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consider how man's implicit ulrlderstanding of being (already 

given with the necessary questic)n about being) is related 

to his everyday thought. spee(~h and action in the .world. 

Specifically, Rahner attempts to show how this implicit 

knowledge of being is operatiYe in man's power of judgement, 

the power which marks him lout as "spirit in the world".' 

The power of judgemen1~ j.s intimately bound up with 

man t s ability to be present tC) himself in knowledge because 

it is through judgement that Ililan returns to himself as the 

knowing subject, distinct from and standing over against 

the object of his knowledge. By accomplishing this complete 

return to himself in thought a~d judgement, man gains a 

posi tion that is independent olf the known object and he is 

thereby able to act freely upon that object. For Rahner, 

it is through the power of judgement that man "turns the 

environment of his physical-biological life into .the object 

12 " Hearers ••• , p. 52. Horer ••• , p. 70. 



of his activity, into his world. H13 

Once again the analysis unfolds as a process of 

transcendental deductionr here, however, Rahner seeks the 

condition of the possibility of man's "subjectivity", of 

man' s ability to return to himslalf in judgement. First 

of all, Rahner examines what :ac"tually occurs in the process 

of judgement: here he introdwcels the Thomist notion of 

"abstraction", for it is the ability to abstract that makes 

possib~e a conscious "self-po:ssession" on the part of man. 

Then Rahner attempts to uncov-er the transcendental con

dition for the possibility of abstraction; in other words 

he seeks the ~ priori condi tic:m" presupposed by the knowing 

subject. which makes every ac1~ cd' knowledge and abstraction 

possible. 

In its most general fc)rm judgement consists in 

man's grasping of any particular thing as a thing of this 

or that specific sort. In judgement, any particular thing 

presented through the senses1~~ is brought to the level of 

13Hearers. • • , p • .5~~. Horer. • • , p. 72. 
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14while in this portic,n of the analysis the emphasis 
·falls upon man's ability to achieve a complete return to 
himself in knowledge (reditio comEleta in seipsum), it is 
important to be aware .that for Rahner thIs ability to re
turn to himself is but one con.stitutive factor in man's 
knowledge. The other constitutive element consists in 
man's confrontation with sensible things (conversio intel
lectus ad phantasmata). Taken together, the confrontation 
with sensible things and abstraction are two constitutive 
moments of a single. unified act of knowing. Later, in the 
third stage of the analysis, Rahlner develops a detailed 



conceptual knowledge and recognized as a particular object 

under a general or universal ~concept. At the level of 

conceptual knowledge, man Sepl3.rates himself from the 

sensibly rece,ived thing and b~~cc)mes an independent knowhlg 

subject distinct from the par1cicular object of his judge~ 

mente 

In a Thomist metaphysicsl of knowledge tilis abil~ ty 

to recognize a particular obje!ct. under a universal concept 

is called "abstraction". Abs1;raction refers primarily to 

the process whereby man comes to recognize a "whatness" 

( Washeit J forma or suidditas~ in scholastic terminology), 

or a universal concept, as lim.ited in a particular thing. 

This "whatness" or quiddity is known to be unlimited in 

itself; that is, it can be ascribed to many possible 

things. 

In this context then, tru~ search for the condition 

of the possibility of man's su'bjectivity becomes an attempt 

to determine how abstraction i:s possible. How is it possi

ble for man to abstract, from his sensible 'experience of 
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metaphysical analysis of sensibility:. here he is focusing 
upon man's subjectivity. 

Also, this is an appropriate place to refer to 
certain remarks that Metz later makes with regard to the 
restricted starting point for thi.s particular process of 
transcendental deduction. While the deduction here un
folds as a process of reflecticm upon man's experience of 
an objective world of things, Metz adds that another 
deduction could be made from the 'experience of a "communal 
world" of persons. See Harer. 0 • , p. 88, n. 13: ,',', 
Hearers. • • , p. 68, n. 13. 



a particular thing, a universal concept that is itself 

applicable to many possible thilngs, even though this con

cept is first known through its limitation in a particular 

thing? 

As a minimal conditio:n IOf the possibility of 

abstraction, Rahner first dedu.cE~s that before the actual 

knowledge of any particular o'bject, the knowing subject 

must be oriented to something "more- than the particular 

thing given to the senses. III order to have knowledge of 

a particular thing as an objec::!t that is a limitation of 

a universal concept, it is ne(~essary that the act which 

grasps the particular sensiblE! thing als 0 reache s beyond 

it towards some thing more; coItve~rsely, in order to know 

the universal concept as in itself unlimited, and applic

able to further possible objec~ts:, the knowing subject 

must somehow already comprehend the whole field of pos

sible objectivity. For Rahner, this something "more" and 

the field of possible objectlvrity constitute a unity. 

This "more" can only be the already mentioned 
being as the horizon amd founding ground of 
possible objects andolf their encounter. Namely, 
it is not itself one "object" "alongside" others, 
but it is the very opening up of the absolute 
breadth of possible objectivity in general. 1S 

15"Dieses'»lVIehr<" kann nur jenes schon gennante Sein 
ala Horizont und grundender Grund m8glicher Gegenstande und 
ihrer Begegnung s,ein. Es ng,mlich ist selbst nie ein 
»Gegenstand«»neben<~anderen, ist aber die Er8ffnung der 
absoluten Wei te moglicher Gege'nstfuldliehkei t iiberhaupt." 
Horer. • • , p. 78. Hearers. • • , p. 59. 
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Rahner designates this reaching out beyond the particular 

thing on the part of the knowing subject as the "pre

apprehension" of being in general ("Vorgriff ••• ~ 

Sein") ,16 It is this "pre-appr1ehension", or transcending 

comprehension of the totality o:f.' possible objects, that 

stands as the condition of the possibility of abstraction 

and therefore of man's subjectivity. 

Basically Rahner is arguing that the abstraction 

of a universal concept from the experience of a sensible 

thing must be understood wi th:in the conte'xt of a dynamic 

orientation of the knowing SU'bjE~ct which sets the sensible 

thing against the horizon of ]possible objectivity. against 

the horizon of being in general.) Through the "pre

apprehension" of being on the part of the knowing SUbject. 

the particular thing is already set within the horizon 

of being in general; it is kn()W!l as limited because it 

does not entirely "fill Up" this unlimited horizon of 

16H" 78 orer. • • t p. • 
"Vorgriff" as "pre-concept~t. 

Richards translates the word 
See Hearers. • • , p. 59. 

Although it is difficult to gain an exact English 
equivalent for the German word, it seems to me that "pre
apprehension" is better suited to portray the active sense 
intended in the German. The translation "pre-apprehension" 
is given in William Dych's trcmslation of the second 
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German edition of Spirit in the Worlda "this transcending 
apprehension of further possj])ilities, through which the 
form possessed in a concretion in sensibility is apprehended 
as limit!3d and so is abstracteid, we call • pre-apprehension , 
('Vorgriff' ) , It, (p. 142). In HClfbeck' s French translation 
"Vorgriff" is rendered as "l'a,nticipation". 



of being in general. 

Although this "pre-apprehension" is a constitutive 

element in every act of man' s kllowledge, it does not imply 

that in an act of knowledge the knowing subject completely 

transcends and somehow annuls tl1e "liminal" experience of 

the sensible thing. The "pre·.apprehension" of being in 

general was discovered only aJ; i;he necessary condition for 
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the conceptual knowledge of particular, limited objects 

distinct from the knowing sub;jec~t. Later, with the analysis 

of human historicality, Rahner returns to draw out the full 

implications of the fact that ma,n' s transcendence with 

respect to being in general oc~curs only in and with the 

sensible encounter of finite, ma.terial beings. 

Nevertheless, at this point in the first stage, 

Rahner proceeds in an heuristi.c fashion1? with an attempt 

17Rahner proceeds heuristically because in order 
to describe the "pre-apprehens:ion" in greater detail, it 
is necessary to conceive of it as if it were atypical act 
of knowledge, having an object to which it is directed. 
This "pre-apprehension" is therefore thematized and reflected 
upon as if it were directed towards an object. although 
the "whither" of the "pre-apprehension" cannot be affirmed 
as an object because the pre-apprehension was itself dis
covered as the condition of the :possibility of objective 
encounter. 

Rahner begins his argument here by presenting 
three possible interpretations of the negation that is 
inherent in the transcendental experience of the limitation 
of particular things. First, it is possible to absolutize 
this negation and turn it into the "Nothing", understood 
as the authentic and every newly to be unconce.aled "Truth" 
of objective encounter. Secondly, "it is possible to con
stantly conceal this negation ,as that which it is impossible 
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to determine more precisely the transcendental reference 

of the "pre-apprehension". Fundamentally, Rahner's 

argument turns upon the insight that human knowledge, 

at least to begin with, is related first to existent being 

and therefore to affirmation ("~:l.!,,). While the "negation" 

("Nieht") that is implicit in the transcendental experience 

of the limitation of particular things at the same time 

constitutes a recognition of the finitude of particular 

objects. still Rahner maintains that this negation can be 

shown to result from an ~ Eri,ori orientation of the knowing 

subject towards something tha"t is in itself positively 

urilimi ted. To stand as the c()n<ii tion of the possibility 

for the knowledge of the fini"tude of all possible objects, 

the "pre-apprehension" must bE~ referred to the in-finitude 

of being. Rahner goes even fur1:;her to deduce that the 

existence of God, as the being ()f absolute "having being", 

is already implicitly affirmed l)y virtue of the unlimited 

breadth of the "pre-apprehenslon". Although God is not 
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----------------------------------------------------------
to "thematize". Finally, it is possible to consider this 
transcendental experience of negation as the way in which 
"absolute posl tivi ty" present~3 i.tself by constantly wi th
drawing i t~elf and thereby dr~l.wi.ng the spirit towards 
itself. Horer ••• , p. 80. Hearers. • • , p. 61. 

In the French edition the first interpretation is 
identified with Heidegger and the second with Kant. See 
L'Homme a l'e-coute du "erbe·, :pp. 116-118. Rahner himself 
develops the third interpreta1;ion and proceeds. to show 
its consistency with traditional Thomist metaphysics. 



presented as an object f·or the knowing. subject, still the 

"pre-apprehension" must already affirm the existence of a 

being who has being absolutely. Only on the basis of such 

affirmation is it possible to recognize the finitude of 

an actually existent beings. 

The affirmation of the actual finitude of an 
existent being demand.s as the condition of its 
possibility the affirmation of the existence of 
an esse absolutum ,l which affirmation implicitly 
and already takes pla,ce in the pre-aJ2,prehension 
of being in &eneral, ~£7 through Lthis pre
apprehensio;v the lim~tation of the fin~te 
existent bel.ng is first known as ,such. l , 

With this deductio~ then, Rahner has completed his 

a~tempt to discover the extent to which being in general 

is -knowable" by mana by virtue of the unlimited breadth 

of the transcendental horizon of man's knowledge, man is 

absolute "openness" (Offenhei:!!) for both being in general 

and for the absolute being of God. This fundamental and 

unlimited "openness" stands a;s a definite insight into 

the essence of man, into what man in his existence actually 

is, because it is implicitly .affirmed in all of man's 

judgements, cognitions and ac'ticms. Rahner calls this 

basic constitution of man "sp:irituality" (Geistigkeit), 

"man is spirit, that is, he lives his life in a perpetual 

lS"Die Bejahung der r~~alen Endlichkeit eines 
Seienden fordert als Bedingung ihrer M8g1ichkeit die 
:Bejahung der Existenz eines e~)se absolutum, die implizit 
schon geschieht in dam Vorgrij:f auf Sein uberhaupt, durch 
den die Begrenzung des endliches; Seienden allererst 
als solche erkannt wird,," Harer. " • • p. 84. Hearers.. • 
p. 64. -_. 
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'reaching out towards the absolute, in an openness to God."19 

Rahner maintains that man, insofar as he is con

sidered as the 'addressee' of a possible revelation, 

offers an .! Eriori, absolutel:y unlimited horizon within 

which revelation can first occur, this means that no 

limitations are set by man hi:ms~~lf upon what may possibly 

be revealed to him. In terms o:f' metaphysical anthropology 

then, Rahner has discovered tha"t a revelation of God to 

man can only be conce i ved to 'be possible when man is eon .. 

ceived as spirit -- as the "plaoe" ( der 'Ort ) of trans

cendence towards being in gen1eral. 20 

With this formulation of the first principle of 

a metaphysical anthropology, Hahner has secured the second 

component for laying the founda1~ion of his philosophy of 

religion. In order to show clearly how the tw'o principles 

of general ontology and metaphysical anthropology are 

related as constitutive componerlts for Rahner's philosophy 

of religion, it is helpful briefly to review the somewhat 

complex movement in the whole first stage of the analysis. 

First of all, through an examination of the original 

metaphysical question i tsalf, RaLhner deduced that being in 

general is already affirmed a£3 11 knowable " • While the 

"knowabil+ty" of individual e~:isiting beings is a variable 

19 ' 6~ Hearers. • • ,p. ~). 

20H8rer ••• , p. 87. 

Harer, • • , p. 86. 

!J:earers. • • , p. 67. 



quantity, still the being 0.£ all existent beings is to some 

extent knowable. For Rahner's lphilosophy of religion this 

means that the being of any e:x:i:stent being can be the sub

ject of a possible revelation. 

Secondly, by considering the extent to which being 

in general is able to be knOWltl loy "man, Rahner discovered 

that an active transcendence towards being in general con

stitutes the condition of the possibility of man's inner

worldly knowledge and activity; this transcendence is the 

distinctive characteristic of man as spirit in the world. 

Furthermore, through an important extension of the argu

ment, Rahner demonstrated that the existence of God (as 
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the being who "has" being absolutely) is implicitly affirmed 

by virtue of the absolute 'breadth of the transcendental 

horizon of man t s knowledge. :E~o!' Rahner' s philosophy of 

religion this means that man, as: the finite spirit, is 

"absolute openness" for any posslible revelation that might 

conceivably proceed from the absolute being. 

Taken togetm r, then, these principles of" ontology 

and metaphysical anthropology constitute the initial 

cornerstones for Rahner's philosophy of religion. At the 

conclusion of the first stage of the general analysiss 

however, there is an implicit tension between philosophy 

of religion and theology, a tension that surrounds the con

cept of revelation. The precise nature of this tension 

will be explicitly considered in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER III 

THE FREE "UNKNOWN" AND THE FREE LISTENER 

The firs't stage of thle c)ver-all analysis was pri

marily concerned with the "ob,jec~t" of the enquiry, being 

in general. Within the perspE~ctive of general ontology, 

Rahner attempted to gain a prc)visional insight into the 

essence of being in general. Also, within the perspective 

of metaphysical anthropology, Rahner attempted to dscover 

the extent to which being in. general can be mown by man. 

In'the second major stage, which we now have to examine, 

the analysis is developed primarily in terms of the fact 

that the question about being must actually be, asked by 

man. Rahner attempts to determine what possible meaning 

the necessary asking of the question about being can have 

for ontology in general and for metaphysical anthropology. 

To a certain extent the necessity of the question 

about ,being has already been dealt with in the first major 

part of the analysis. Rahner began the initial stage of 

his analysis by formulating the :necessary question about 

being as an explicitly metaphysical question. Through an 

examination of what was expressed. in the question itself, 

he was able to deduce that bei:ng in general is already 

affirmed as "knowable", even'though the degree to which 

it is knowable by existent beilrlgs varies according to the 
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degree in which they "have" beilng. However, in the first 

stage of the analysis Rahner did not directly consider 

the ambiguous relationship betwl~en the necessity for man 

to ask the question about being and the·necessary affirma

~ of the ftknowability" or "luminosity" of being that is 

implicitly contained in and with that very question. What 

does it mean to say that man J~~ affirm the "knowability" 

of being in general, even in questioning about it? What 

is the nature of this necessary affirmation and how does 

it arise in human existence? 

Now, in the second stage of the analysis, Rahner 

intends to gain a more radical understanding of 'this 

necessary affirmation by specifically focusing upon the 

conditions for its occurrence in man's existence. In order 

to account for this affirmatic)n Rahner is obliged to 

consider the relationship between knowledge and will; with

in this context he proceeds tC) formulate a very intricate 

account of both the unbounded freedom of the "unknown" 

God and the freedom of finite man. Fundamentally, Rahner 

is attempting to show, through the 'language' of transcen

dental reflection, that man if; e:reated by a free, personal 

God who remains essentially hidden or unknown eVel'l in his 

free act of creation: furthermore, Rahner attempts to show 

that man, in his creature~r freedom. freely decides and 

effects the actual manner of his relationship to the 

absolute being, God. In a met;aphysical sense, then, the 
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"knowability" of being in general ultimately derives from 

the free, self-luminous act ().f absolute being in delimiting· 

finite, existing beings. Man BLffirms this luminosity of 

being in general by necessarily and willfully affirming 

his own finite, contingent exis:tence. 

The issue at stake in the second stage of the 

analysis can be seen wi th gre~ater clarity in terms of the 

problematical relationship beitween philosophy of religion 

and theology described in the! preceding chapter of this 

thesis. At the end of the la.st chapter it was stated that 

there is an implicit tension between philosophy of reli

gion and theology with regard. to the possible concept of 

revelation deriving from the principles established as 

conditions of the possibility of revelation. The precise 

nature of this tension must now be described in greater 

detail. 

At the conclusion of the first stage, two basic 

principles emerged as corner-stjones for the foundation of 

Rahner's philosophy of religion. First, the being of all 

existent being is to some extlen"c knowable and therefore 

can become the subject of a possible revelation; secondly, 

as spirit man is absolutely opel1 for being in general and 

for the absolute being of God, ~lnd therefore man has an 

unlimited capacity to receive a revelation. If taken on 

their own, however. these two conditions could be understood 

in such a way that· a revel:atic)n from Gad to man would be 
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fundamentally dependent upon, or anticipated by, the 

spiritual constitution of man himself. It has already 

been noted in the first chapter1 that Rahner must avoid 

this pitfall in founding his philosophy of religion. 

Because being in general is basically "knowable", 

and because man is absolutely open in his transcendence 

towards being. a revelaticln from God could be understood 

as a mere "temporary aid" furth4aring man's progressive 

spiritualization. Revelation could be conceived as simply 

the first stage in a philosophi(~al transformation of man's 

consciousness into absolute consciousness -- a transforma-

tion wherein. the finite spiri"t l)ecomes necessarily and 

conceptually aware of its unity with the infinite Spirit. 2 

Within this perspective though, the content of revelation 

would be basically int.erchangE~able with knowledge that 

either derives from, or depends upon, the .! priori consti

tution of man himself. With 1;his interpretation,then, 

philosophy would encroach upon a.nd conflict with theology. 

lSee Chapter One above~, pp. 40-42. 

2 " h Hearers. • • , p. 72., Horer.. • , p. 92. T e 
French edition shows that Ramler originally saw Hegel t s 
philosophy to be representativ'e ,of such an interpretation I 
"La r6velation ne serai t qu 'un ~.tat pr6"-philosophique t . 

elle serait, pour parler avec Hegel, seulement ce savoir 
de ltes~rit absolu, qui apparait dans l'homme au stade de 
Ia representation, mais qui se transforme necessairement 
en un savoir absolu, oil, sous la forme du concept, I'esprit 
fini devient conscient de son unite avec I'esprit infini." 
L'Homme a: l'ecoute du Verbe, pp. 133-134. 
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"revelation would be an act o,f too God of the philosophers 

but not of the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob. n3 

Rahner also mentions two other possible interpre

tations of the conditions set out in the first stage. On 

the one hand, the absolute transcendence of the finite 

spiri t could be understood as elrlabling man to reach a 

stage where he might achieve ;a mystical or "ecstatic" 

union with the infinitude of :absolute being •. In this 

interpretation though, a free and positive revelation/from 

God to man would be unnecessary because man could already, 

by virtue of his own spiritual constitution, attain full 

knowledge of the infinitude of absolute being in the mode 

of ecstatic union. Alternatively, the dynamic movement of 

the finite spirit in its "pre •• apprehension" of infinite 

being could be thought to require nothing less than the 

direct vision of God, the visj£beatifica, as the ultimate 

and final fulfillment of man's own spirituality.4 In this 

JHearers. • • , p. 72. Horer. • • , p. 92. 

4Rahner claims that it; is impossible to prove that 
the beatific vision is the "goal" of man's spiritual trans
cendence on the basis of his deduction of the absolute 
breadth of the transcendental horizon of man's knowledge: 
the absolute breadth of the finite spirit's transcendence 
was only affirmed as the condition for the objective know
ledge of a finite, existent being. The transcendence of 
the finite spirit has its proper fulfillment in such objec
tive knowledge itself. Hearers ••• , p. 80. Rorer ••• , 
pp. 101-102. Here, Rahner is :riot denying the possibility 
of the beatific vision itself; rather, he is simply saying 
that it cannot be proven as a :possibility within a 
philosophy of religion. 
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interpretation then, revelati.on. could :nO longer be con

ceived as a free act of self-.disclosure on the part of 

God. because the direct visioln of God is already "owed" 

to man by virtue of his own s:piri tual ,constitution; in 

this sense, the absolute being would be already and neces

sarily manifest. 

In order to avoid these possible misinterpreta

tions, Rahner has to show that leven though the finite 

spirit has an absolute transcendence towards the i:nfini

tude of being, still, the absolute beL~g remains concealed, 

not only because of the finitude of man, but also because 

of,the very nature of God. Rahner has to show that facing' 

the finite spirit, God is in ltlimself, essentially the free 

and unknown. 

Initially, it might Sj~em that God, as the infinite 

being, is already sufficiently unknown since the infinitude 

ot being is only implicitly affirmed by man as the condi

tlon of the possibility for objelctive knowledge of finite, 

particular beings. Rahner haf~ already stated that the 

absolute breadth of the "pre-apprehension" does not produce 

a positive, objective represerltation of the infinitude of 

absolute being, in this sense then, the absolute being 

remains to some extent "hidden" from the finite, questioning 

spirit. In this situation a :positive, self-revelation 
• 

proceeding from the absolute 'being to man is indeed possi-

ble. However , it is still not: clear in this context 
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whether or not the "hiddenness" of absolute being is merely 

a consequence of man's temporary "blindness", a consequence 

of the faot that man may not yet have reached the fulfill

ment of his own spiritual devel,opment. On these terms 

alone it is still conceivable that the absolute being might 

be always and already manifest. 

In order to establish, in a philosophy of religion, 

the possibility of a free sel.f-disclosure on the part of 

God, Rahner has to show that God, as the absolute being, 

is the ~ "unknown" facing .man. He attempts to show 

this by reverting to a detail1ed analysis of the problemati-

cal character of man's actual questioning about being. 

Only when the possibility of revelation as the free, 

posi tive self-disclosure of Glod has been established in a 

philosophy of religion, can i:h3 jf'u.ndamental autonomy and 

distinctiveness of theology be preserved over against 

philosophy." 
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The problematical character of man's understanding 

of being centers upon this para(lo:x I the question about 

being which necessarily occur:s ln man r S existence already 

carries with it a necessary affirmation of the "knowability" 

------------------------------------------------------------
5"Erst eine Offenbarullg solcher Art aber begrUndet 

religionsphilosophisch die grundsgtzl~che Eigenstandigkeit 
und Andersartigkei t von Theolc)gie gegenfiber jeder Philo sophie , 
und erst die Einsicht in diesE~m Sachverhalt ~hebt~ 
Religionsphilosophie in mogliche Theologie ~auf<<''' 
Horer ••• , p. 105. Hearers" ~ .• , p. 83. 



of being in general. For Renner, this reciprocal and 

necessary relationship between the questionability of being 

and the "knowabili ty" of be ing issues :f'rom a single source 

man I s act of assuming his own, existence. Man can only 

ask questions about being and affirm the luminosity of 

being in general inso:f'ar as he already, necessarily 

affirms and assumes his own finite being. 

In man there occurs, in his self-subsistence 
and in the objectivi~y of his knowing and acting, 
a necessary relationship to himself. He must 
necessarily be present to himself, affirm himself, 
posit himself. Under the power of this necessity 
he questions about being in general, and insofar 
as he questions, in the necessity of assuming his 
being, he knows about being in generall he 
affirms the luminosity lof being and his own 
transcendence towards being in ge'ne ral and thus 
stands before God. 6 

The fact that man necessarily questions about being re

veals the finitude and contingency of man's own being; 

still, in order to question about being and gain ~owledge 
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of being in general, man nece:ssarily and unconditionally 

affirms his own existence in .and in spite of its contingency 

6"Im Menschen geschieht in seiner In-sich-selber
Standigkeit und in der Gegens"tandlichkeit seines Erkennens 
und H~delns ein notwendiges Verhalten zu sich selbst. 
Er mul/ notwendig bei sich se:inll sich be jahen, sich setzen. 
In Krai't dieser Notwendigkeit fragt er nacbSein uberhaupt, 
und sofem er in dieser Notwendigkeit der Ubernahme seines 
Seins fragt, weiDer von Sain uberhaupta Er bejaht die 
Gelichtetheit von Sein und seine eigene Transzendenz auf 
Sein uberhaupt und steht SIO vc::>r Gott." Horer. • • , p. 108. 
Hearers. G • , p. 86. 



and finitude. 7 

Basically, Rahner is attempting to show that at the 

very foundation of man's exis:tence. in the previously 

mentioned conjunction of contingency and necessity, we meet 

man's will. At the very heart of man's transcendence 

towards being, there is a willful act of self-positing and 

self-affirmation whereby man resolutely takes possession 

of his own finite existence. Man's will with regard to 

himself is therefore the inner Icondi tion of' his questioning 

about being, and of his ability to know about being in 
I 

general. The relationship between will and knowledge is 

such that the opening up of being. in general for man's 

knowledge is originally effected.through the will as an 

7"Insofar as he must :O.uestion, LIDaril affirms his 
own contingent finitude; insofar as he must question, he 
affirms this, his own continglency, neceS'S'a.'rily. And in 
necessarily affirming this, hie affirms his existence in, 
and in 8pi te of its contingenlcy as unconditional, as' 
absolute." 

"Insofern ar fragen mup, bejaht er seine .eigene 
kontingente Endlichkeit; inso:fern er fragen muJJ, bejaht er 
diese seine Kontingenz notwendig. Und indemer sie 
notwendig bejaht, bejaht er s4ain Dasein in und trotz 
seiner Kontingenz als unbedingt l, als absolut." H3rer •••• 
p. 108. 

In his trm1slation of this passage Richards omits 
the parallel construction in the first sentence. See 
Hearers. • II , p. 86. Basically, Rahner is arguing here 
that in the midst of his opern1ess to being in general, man 
stands confronted with the c011tingency of his own finite 
existence -- a contingency which he must necessarily 
affirm as inescapably given, ~md 'in this sense as absolute. 
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inner moment of man's conscicms taking possession of his 

own existence. 

However, it is evident that man's necessary af

firmation of his own existenc:e is a very paradoxical 

phenomenon. For Rahner this affirmation has the character 

of an absolute necessity. man's affirmation of his oV/n 

contingent existence is"unavoidably" (unausweichlich) 

necessary and in this sense an Jj~bsolutenesstt (Absolutheit) 

is revealed in the contingency -itself. 8 How is this to be 
" 

understood? 

The reason or ground for this absolutely necessary 

affirmation cannot be found in the fact of man's existence 

i tsel:f because it is an af'firimation of the contingency 

and finitude of man's being. Tc, conceive of this absolute 

necessity as grounded in ma~':s existence itself would 

amount to an absolutization of the finite. Furthermore, 

while the reason for this necE~ssary affirmation may seem 

strange and unintelligible at first, to designate the 

8Horer. • 0 , p. 108. Hearers. • • , p. 86. The 
argument in this portion of the analYsis is extremely 
difficult to follow, particularly since Rahner does not 
always clearly indicate in ea(~h context whether the will 
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of man is referred to, or the will of God. Rahner locates 
"will III , in its general metaphysical meaning, in the 
"occurrence" of the "absolute .. positing of an accidentality". 
"In der Absolutsetzung eines Zufalligen aber erfahrifoich 
Wille." Rorer ••• , p. 109. For Rahner man necessarily 
and willfully posits his own 8Lccidental existence, because 
his existence is willfully poed ted, or created by the 
absolute being of God. 



ground of this absolute affirmation as radically unintel

ligible in itself, would contradict the fact that the 

"knowabili ty" of being in gen,eral is originally opened 

up and affirmed in this very affirmation. 

For Rahner the finitude of man's being is only 

intelligible when it is recognized in itself as a delimi

tation of the infinitude of abslolute being; the ground 

for man's necessary affirmation of his own finite being 

is only intelligible when man i:6 understood to be absolute

ly posited by a free will. I:n ()ther words , it is only 

intelligible when man is understood to'have been created 

by' God. The fact that man ne 'cel3sarily and willfully 

affirms his own cOl'ltingent "ex:istence is the "echo" of the 

fact that his existence has already been established, 

affirmed and sustained in its contingency by a free, 

willful act of delimitation on the part of the absolute 

being. 

In this perspective, theIl, Rahner has deduced that 

man is able to gain knowledge of being in general, and 

that man is able to know of the existence of a being who 

"has" being absolutely, becau~~e such knowledge is origi

nally grounded in the freely-willed establishment of finite 

being by the absolute being hims:elf. As the questioning 

spiri t, man has an absolute tral'1lscendence towards the 

absolute being of God who appE!arS as the free power st.and

ing over against the finite I "G-od is the Wh+ ther of: " 
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the pre-'apprehension 0 f hUtIl!an spirit" but he is that 

preoisely in that he appears as the free power over against 

the finite."9 Furthermore, Ramner goes on to state that 

God discloses himself to the finite spirit as a free and 

powerful person: the "personality" (Personalitat) of God 
-

is shown in the "self-opening" ( Sicheroffnen ) of abso-

lute be ing before man's trans,cendence. 

Even though the absolute being is known as a free, 

independent person through mrun's necessary question about 

being, Rahner asserts that th:is knowledge' of God allows 

the "known" to remain in himsi~lf as the essentially 

unknown. "On account of freedom, a person is disclosed 

only through the deliberate ac::t of the person himself who 

is to be known.,,10 'In this sltttation) then, man is capable 

of receiving a possible fr~ee re'velation of God that goes 

beyond and fulfills the knowlE~dge of God' s existence that 

is acce ssi ble to man by virtue cd' his own ontological 

constitution. 

Wi thin the perspectiVE! Clf' general ontology then, 

9"Gott ist das Woraufhin~ des Vorgriffs des 
menschlichen Geistes, aber er ist es gerade dadurch, d~ 
er als die freie Macht erscheint gegenfiber dem Endlichen." 
Harer •••• p. 111. Hearers ••• , p. 89. 

10Hearers. • • , p. 89. Horer. • • , p. 112. In 
a later article, "The Concept of Mystery in Catholic Theol
ogy", Rahner develops certain elements of the analysis here 
in an attempt to gain a primordial concept of the "holy 
mystery" of God. Theological !!!vestigations, IV, pp. )6-60. 
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Rahner has established that t:he infinitude of absolute 

being is the ground of the finite being of man and there

fore of man's openness to being in general. the absolute 

being is nece·ssarily affirmed as the "ground" of finite. 

creaturely being in such a way that this absolute being 

is affirmed as a free and powerful Person, who may under

take further free activity towards man. In short, this 

absolute being is implicitly affirmed as the God of a 

possible, positive revelation. Furthermore, because God's 

activity is essentially free, any further' act of self

revelation must exceed the disclosure of being which has 

already and effectively begun with the creation of the 

finite, transcending spirit. In other words, the revela

tory activity of God is not cal~~ulable or predictable in 

terms of the basic, spiritual c~onstitution of man. 

In a metaphysical sense, a kind of revelation 

necessarily occurs by virtue of the fact that the finite 

spirit constantly and essentially stands in the presence 

of a personal God -- a God who freely chooses either to 

speak, or to remain silent. !RaImer maintains that because 

of this very necessity, the finite spirit must reckon with 

a possible revelation (in the the'ological sense) occurring 

as the free and positive self,·disclosure of God's own 

"hidden" essence. 11 

11 " Hearers ••• , p. 9:3. Horer •••• p. 116. Be-
cause the "hiddenness" of abs()lute being must be understood 
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With the deduction of' the "hiddenness" of absolute 

being and the freedom of God facing finite being, Rahner 

has established the second basic component of his philoso

phy of religion, in continuity 'with general ontology. By 

establishing the necessary condition for the possibility 

of a free act of self-revelation from God to man, Rahner 

has resolved the tensio·n betweel:1 philosophy of religion 

and theology, that implictly r,emained at the end of the 

first stage of the analysis. 

In addition, with his deduction of the freedom of 

God, Rahner has already gained an insight into the histori

cal character of God's revelatory activity. However, 
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before giving a detailed cons:lderation of the "historicality" 

( Geschichtlichkeit ) of revelation, it is necessary to 

as deriving from a free decisiorl on the part of God himself, 
and not from the "blindness" ()f the finite spirit, then ·God 
must be understood as choosing to reveal his existence to 
the finite spirit even through his silence and keeping to 
himself. God's keeping to himself is a kind of revelation 
in that it is the way in which he lets himself be known 
within the unlimited transcendental horizon of man's know
ledge. (See Chapter II, p. 68, n. 19). While in this way, 
God's silence is his self-revelation in a 'privative' sense, 
still this does not mean that Go,d' s silence is a deprivation 
of man's own spiritual constitution. Man has no inherent 
claim upon God's speech and can reach the fulfillment of his 
own snirituality by "hearkening" to God's very silence. 
From man's perspective a metaphysical knowledge of the exis
tence of God can be reached through "remotio"t through the 
process of moving beyond (in th1Jought) the finitude recog-
nized in finite beings. -

In its theological meaning, however, revelation is 
not the free decision of God t.o disclose himself or to keep 
silent; rather, it is the positive disclosure of his "hidden 
essence", through his own speech, to man. 



examine the development of the second principle of meta

physical anthropology. To cc)mplete the second stage of 

the over-all analysis, Rahner turns to consider the impli

cations that man's necessary and willful affirmation of his 

own existence has for a metaphysical anthropology. 

The movement from general ontology to metaphysical' 

anthropology is mediated throlugh a further consideration 

of the "knowability" of being in general, affirmed with 

the metaphysical question abo,ut being. In the previous 

section it was shown that for man, the "knowability" of 

being in general is originally opened up with man's abso

lutely necessary affirmation of his own existence; further

more, it was shown that the condition of the possibility 

of this very affirmation is that man exists as a free 

delimitation of absolute being, as the creature of God. 

From these two conclusions Rahner proceeds to develop a 

deeper account of the essence of human knowledge. 

First of all, he shows that each and every finite 

existent being is "knowable" only insofar as it is grasped 

as having its ground, or its cause ("Grund"), in the abso

lute being of God. 12 Secondly, Rahner goes on to demon

strate that the fundamental "comprehensibility" (Begreif

barkeit) of all finite existing beings ultimately derives 

from the self-luminous act of !.ove 'on God t s part, in 

12 !P Harer. • • , p. 121. Hearers. • • • p. 97. 
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creating finite being -- an act whereby God, in his loving 

will, freely grants the gift of being. Through this 

extension of the analysis, then, Rahner arrives at a 

deeper conception of knowledg,e I "... love appears as 

the lamp of the knowledge of 'the finite. and because we 

know the infinite only through the finite, @s91 as the 

light of our lmowledge in gen4~ral. In its ultimate es

sence knowledge is but the bright radiance of love. Hl) 

Here Rahner concludes that"with the affirmation of the 

"knowability" of being at the root of man's existence, 

and because man's relationship to himself implies a rela

tionship to God, there is an implicit love of God on the 

part of man. In this sense m~m' s transcendence towards 

being is at the same time a rE~aching out of finite love 

towards God. 

From this point Rahner i;urns to repeat the deduc

tion of man' s transcendence tc)wards being in general 

presented in the first stage c)f the analysis. This de

duction is repeated in order to show tha~ since will and 

knowledge are related in such a fundamental reciprocity, 

man's transcendence towards a'bsolute being is at the 

same time a transcendence towards the absolute good. 

Because knowledge and will are essentially related 

as reciprocal factors in man f 51 transcendence towards be ing, 

1JHearers ••• , p., 1(liO. Horer ••• , p. 124. 
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particular finite beings are nClt only conceived as objects 

of a knowing subject: they ru~e likewise grasped as pos

sible ends of "willful conduc~ta' (willentliches Verhal ten) , 

of an "evaluating attitude" (wertende Stellungnahme).14 

In this way, then, finite beings are envisioned as good 

and being itself is disclosed a.s having worth. From this 

point Rahner argues that the necessary condition for the 

possibility of comprehending finite good .is that the 

fini te spirit is transcendent: towards the absolute good, 

which is the absolute being of God. Furthermore, because 

particular finite goods are a.lso grasped in their finitude 

as possible objects of man's willful activity, then man 

is free with respect to these finite goods. 

However, in affirming any good at all the "evalu

ating" spirit is subject to a nj~cessity and, in this sense, 

man is not free. This affirmation belongs to the necessary 

conditions of his openness to good in general. Implicitly, 

then. mants necessary affirma·ti<:m of his own existence is 

at the same time a necessary (and to this extent an unfree) 

affirmation of the "right ord~~r of the good", 15 which is 

actually the true order of thE:! love of qod. 

From this observation, though, Rahner goes one 

step further to argue that thE~ relationship between 

14 " Horer ••• , p. 127 •• 

15Hearers. • • 

Hearers. 

" Horer. 

• • 

• • 

, p. 10). 

, p. 129. 
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knowledge and will for the fi.nite spirit is such that man 

can freely relate to the very conditions of the possibility 

of his openness to good in general. Man is free to decide 

upon and to act in accordance with his own "order of good". 

While man constantly and necessarily affirms the true order 

of good by virtue of his own ontological constitution, 

still man has the power freely to set down the laws govern-

ing his own knowledge and activity in relation to finite 

goods. Moreover, by making the conditions of his neces

sary openness to good in general into the objects of a 

reflective knowledge. man is frlee to decide against these 

conditions; for example, he is free to hate God. 
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In light of these factors then, Rahner maintains 

that "the free decision about a particular good. • • reacts 

so to speak upon the occurrence at the ground of man's 

being, of the openness to the right order of good itself. n16 

16"ES ist vielmehr so, d~ die freie Entscheidung 
tiber das einzelne Gute (zu der au'ch die Entscheidung l1ber 
das durch die Reflexion auf dieapriorische wertende 
Subjektivitat gegenstM.ndlich gemachte absolute Gute geh8rt) 
gleichsam zuruckwirkt auf die 1m Grunde des Daseins 
geschehendenOffenheit auf die rechte Ordnung des Guten 
selbst." Horer ••• , p. 129. Hearers ••• J p. 105. 

The insights presented in this particular portio.n 
of the analysis have been extl9nsively developed in some of 
Rahner's later writings. See for instance. "On the Ques
tion of a Formal Existential-Ethics", in Theological Inves-
t~ations, II, pp. , altld "Atheism and Implicit 
C istianity", in Theological Investigations, IX, pp. 145-
164. 



Because a free decision about, a particular good is ul ti

mately a decision about and f'ormulation of the person 

himself, then man does not merely perform good or evil 

actions; by himself a man either becomes good, by freely 

positing anew the right order of the good, or he becomes 

evil, by freely positing an order that contradicts the 

true order o£ the good. 

Because of human freedom, it is evident that the 

actual manner of man's openness towards God is dependent 

on the moral self-determination of man. For Rahner the 

necessary, love of God is never ,simply given in a "purely" 

interior fashion in free-acting man; rather, this necessary 

love of God is always intermingled, either in a propor

tionate or in an oppositional manner, in an "historical 

synthesis" (geschichtlichen §:ynthesis) with the freely 

posited order of love set dow.n by man himself. 1? In this 

sense. then, even the kno\vledge of God that is accessible 

to man through metaphysica.l r1eflection is always determined 

from the very start by the way in which man freely loves 

and values things that are prl9sent to him in his everyday 

activity. Also, man is capable of actually hearing a 

message from the free God in the precise way in which it 

is addressed by God to him, only if he has not already re

stricted the horizon of his oJpenness to the absolute being 

l?Harer ••• , p. 130. Hearers ••• , pp. 105-106. 
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18 through a perverted love. 

With the analysis of the freedom of God and the 

freedom of man, Rahner has gadn.ed a preliminary insight 

into the "place" ( der Ort ) of a possible revelation from 

God, the precise nature of this insight, and how it relates 

to the third aspect of the original question about being, 

will be discussed in the introduction to the next chapter. 

Since the second stage of the over-all analysis is com

plete. it is helpful to review the conclusions in order 

to put the general movement of thought into focus. 

By examining the problematical character of the 

original metaphysical question about being, Rahner was 

able to deduce that God, the being of absolute "having 

being", is essentially "hidden" and free facing the finite 

spirit. For his philosophy o:f religion, then, Rahner has 

se't forth the necessary, ontological condition for the 

possibility of a revelation m~derstood as the freely

willed act of self-disclosure 011 the part of God. 

Secondly, by thematizing the intimate relationship 

between will and knowledge for man, Rahner proceeded to 

show that the way in which a man freely relates towards 

finite beings (and thereby forms his own order of good) 

has a definite effect upon hi~3 relationship to the absolute 

being (who is the absolute go()d). For Rahner's philosophy 

18 II Horer. • • , p. lJJu Hearers. • • • p. 108. 
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of religion this means that marl. is .the existing being who 

stands in free love before the God of a possible revelation. 

The final stage of' the over-all analysis is con

cerned with the question, whe~. is that concr~te place in 

human existence, the place at; which man himself must actu

ally stand, if he wants to hear a.possible revelation from 

God? 

.. 

• 



CHAPTER IV 

THE "PLACE" OF A POSSIBLE REVELATION 

Before' immediately proc~eeding with a de,tailed 

consideration of the movemen1; olf thought in the third 

stage of the analysis, it is necess,ary to clearly under

stand the context within whic~h the analysis actually un

folds. It has already been indicated, in the conclusion 

to the last chapter, that Ratmer's intention in the final 

stage of the analysis is to determine the "place" of a 

po'ssible revelation from God. To put it more directly, 

Rahnerattempts to locate the "place" where man himself 

must stand and the "place'" where a. revelation from God 

~ occur if man in the fullx-human mode of his existence 

is to be capable of hearing such a revelation. To anti

cipate here, the basic contenti,on of the third stage of 

the analysis (and of Rahner's philosophy of religion taken 

as a whole) is that a free revelation from God to man must 

occur through the human "word" and in human history if man 

as man is to be capable of he.aring God's message. 

To a certain extent Rahner has already indicated 

that from man's perspective, the "place" of a possible 

revelation is the transcendence of the spirit towards 

being in general. In the fir:st stage of his analysis, 

Rahner established for his phil()sophy of religion that 
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man is capable of receiving ~L revelation from God because 

of his fundamental spirituality: even as a finite spirit 

man is absolutely "open" to l;he absolute being of God 

through his transcendence tOYlrards being in general. Having 

established this, Rahner maintained that because of man's 

fundamental spiritual "openness", no ~ priori limits are 

set upon the "cont.ent" of a possible revelation from God, 

~y man himself. In a brief introduction to the final stage 

of his analysis Rahner points out that as 'long as God, 

does not directly reveal himself to man (as to the spirit 

who is absolutely "open" to abs()lute being), man must 

reckon with the possibility of a revelation from God occur

ring through the "word" J here '·word" is understood initially 

as a "representative sign" (~ines vertretenden Zeichens) 
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of one who is not given direc'tly in his own self. 1 In this 

sense then, Rahner maintains that, by virtue of his absolute 

"openness", man is capable of receiving any possible cate

gorial revelation from God occurring through the "word" 

(in the sense given above). 

However, the spiritual 1;ranscendence of man towards 

being in general has not yet l~en grasped in its "specifi

cally human characteristic" (jLn ihrer spezifisch mensch

lichen Eigentumlichkeit). In order to give a clear and 

unambiguous account of the "place" of a possible revelation 

1 .. Horer. • • , p. 141. Hearers. • • , p. 114. 



from the fully human perspectbre, Rahner must determine 

the specifically human quality of the transcendence of the 

spirit towards being in general. Rahner's general task in 

the third stage of the analysis: is to demonstrate the 

fully human mode of this transcendence towards being. In 

other words, he has to demon:;~trate the actual way in which 

man is spirit. In order to do this Rahner has to complete 

his account of human knowledge by explicitly considering 

the fact that man is only able to achieve a complete I· 

return to himself in knowledge through the confrontation 

with sensible, material things. By explicitly considering 

the originally receptive character of human knowledge, 

Rahnar thereby gains a more complete account of the essence 

of man himself. 

While the foregoing su~nary is sufficient to indi

cate the general nature of Rahnar's task in the final stage 

of his analysis, it still doe,sn 1 t provide a clear vision 

of the specific purpose of th~9 analysis in the third stage. 

In order to understand fully the primary issue under consi

deration it is necessary first 1;0 see the relationship be

tween the freedom of God and the "place" of a possible 

revelation. In the conclusion 1;0 the last chapter it was 

stated that an insight into the "plac'e" of a possible reve

lation had already been gained with the deduction of the 

freedom of God. Now, this statement must be explained. 

In a general metaphysica.l sense, a certain 
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"historicality" ( Geschichtlichkeit ) is intrinsically 

associated with a possible re!velation because, even as the 

essentially "unknown", God stands before man as -the free 

. actor, as the Person who has not yet exhausted all the 

possibilities of his freedom with~he free positing' (die 

freie Setzung) of man as a finite' being. 2 For Rahner a 

free action is, in an essential sense, an historical 

action. In the broadest, metaphysical understanding of 

the word, "history" (Geschichte) is the realm (in a 

'topological' sense) or the place of free actions. 

"History" is there, wherever there is free positingz 

2 " Horer ••• t p. 143. ;Hearers ••• , p. 116. 

To clarify matters here, it is important to note 
that the historical character of a possible revelation 
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from the free God to man must b~:J understood wi thin the 
context of God's activity towards man. Later, Rahner points 
out that the actual "creatIVe positing" (die erschaffende 
Setzung) of man by God is "pre-historicalit"{'vorgeschicht
lich); while this too must be understood as a free act, it 
I'SPre-historical in the sensle that in creating finite 
beings, God acted "without partner" (ohne Gegenspieler) 
and only with himse If • See Hlor~. • • , p. 194; . 
Hearers ••• , p. 157. 

However, as the argument above will show, since a 
revelation from God to man must be understood as a new, 
free act of self-disclosure (which is likewise a "free
positingn) on God's own part, in company with man, then, 
in the general metaphysical s~ense, a definite historical 
character belongs intrinsically to God's own revelatory 
activity. In this sense then, a "divine historicality" 
(e;8ttliche Geschichtlichkeit) is associated with a pos
s~ble revelation from God. A:3 the following paragraphs 
will show. however, Rahner' s ]primary concern is with the 
"human historicality" (menschliche Geschichtlichkeit) of 
a possible revelation; he pro(~eeds to develop a more de
tailed account of what constitutes truly human history. 



It is happening C"Geschehen"7 that cannot be 
deduced and calculate!d from a general preceding 
cause. Such a free non-derivable happening is 
always a unique, unrepeatable something, to be 
understood in termso,f itself alone.:3 

An'historical event stands distinct from a natural event 

because it is basically a free and unique action, rather 

than a case that can be accounted for in terms of general 

laws. Because a possible revelation from God to man must, 

be understood as an essentially free action on the part of 

God himself, then a definite historical character is 

intrinsically associated with God's ~ revelatory activi

ty -- revelation shows itself, leven from God' s perspective t 

as an historical event. 

With this brief discussio~then, Rahner has gained 

a preliminary insight into the "historicality" of a pos

sible revelation from God. However, this insight does 

not by itself provide him with a sufficiently clear view 

of the "place" where man must be if he is to hear a pos

sible revelation. The general metaphysical concept of 

history sketched above does n,ot provide Rahner with an 

adequate conception of the cOlnsti tution of human history. 

and this is what he sets out to gain in the third stage 

of his analysis. Rahner attempts to show that the "place" 

of a possible revelation for man, necessarily lies within 

human history. 

JHearers. • • t p. 116.. Horer ••• , p. 144. 

9.5 



In the third movement aif his over-all analysis. 

then, Rahner must show how tran.scendence and history are 

inter-related, how man' s refeirence to history is an "inner 

moment" (ein inneres Moment) of his very spirituality_ 

The specific purpose of the final stage of the analysis, 

then, is to show that it is as an historical being that 

man is spirit and that "the place of /jnan' il transcendence 

is always also an historical place".4 For Rahner, man's 
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--------------------------------,-.----------------------~-----
4·Der Mensch ist als geschichtliches Wesen Geist. 

Der Ort seiner Transzendenz ist immer auch ein geschich-c
licher Ort." Rorer ••• , p. 143. The ~ection within 
which this passage occurs is omitted in Richards· trans
lation. 

It should be mentioned that in his brief introduc
tion to the third stage of his analysis, Rahner explicitly 
differentiates his own perspective from previous attempts 
to determine the "place" of a p,ossible revelation, through 
philosophy of religion. By emphasizing that man is spirit 
precisely as an historical being, Rahner wants to-Smphasize 
that the place of a possible re'V'elation for man cannot be 
conceived as the pure interiority of the spirit. Because 
man's transcendence towards being in general (which renders 
him absolutely open to God) is ,always only operative, so 
to speak, through historical encounter, then the place of 
a possible revelation from mantis perspective must be human 
history. 

In this way, then, Rahner attempts to avoid the 
basic error of all "modernist" lDhilosophies of religion. 
It has already been observed that for Rahn.er, this basic 
error consists in regarding a possible revelation, or a 
given historical revelation, :as the "objective correlate" 
of man's natural and unhistorical, religious structure. 
either man's religious structure is conceived in such a 
way that the "content" of a possible revelation is already 
determinable in an §:.priori fashion (this Rahner avoids 
by showing that while man is ~3.bsolutely open to God, and 
capable of receiving a revelation, this openness is such 
that no §:. priori limits are placed upon what God can re
veal); or the content of a gi V'etl revelation is critically 



spirituality and his "historicality'" must be thought to

gether as constitutive elemen.ts of human h~story. 

The search for the specific "place" of a possible 

revelation is therefore formulated as an enquiry into the 

character of man's transcendencle. In order to begin this 

enquiry, Rahner turns again to the place where man's 

transcendence towards being originally shows itself -- he 

turns back to the general question about being. The final 

stage of the over-all analysis I:>nce more takes its point 

of departure from the initial metaphysical question, "what 

is the being of existent being itself?", but, now the 

emphasis is upon the necessity for man to distinguish be

tween being and existent being. Whereas in the first stage 

Rahner was concerned primarily with' the "object" of the 

question, being in general, the analysis in the third 

stage turns around so to speak, and concentrates upon the 

measured by, and adapted to, man's very own religious 
structure (this Rahner attempts to avoid by showing that 
while man's structure is such that a revelation must 
occur in human history and in human words, if man-IS to 
hear it, still God himself is essentially free either to 
reveal himself or not to reveal himself). Furthermore. 
Rahner maintains that a free revelation, should it occur 
in human history, is understandable only in terms of it-

fI self. See Horer. 0 • , p. 1390 Hearers ••• , p. 113. 
See also Chapter I above, pp. 33-40. 

As this point, Friedricll Schleiermacher and Rudolf 
otto are explicitly mentioned as presenting interpretations 
which are basically just variations upon this one, crucial 
error. 
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nature of man himself as the "subject" who originally and 

necessarily asks and come to know about being, by dis

tinguishing between being and existent being. In effect, 

then, the perspectives of general ontology and metaphy.si

cal anthropology are brought together by Rahner in an at

tempt to determine the essence of man himself through an 

examination of the meaning of this necessary distinction. 

Basically, Rahner wants to gain a more complete understand

ing of the "worldliness" of human existence • .5 

Initially Rahner proceeds by stating that the basic 

pre-supposition of this necessary distinction is the exper-

ienced fact that man is a receptive knowers " . o •• man ~s 

never able to detach himself fr~:>m a starting point of his 

whole knowledge which is outsid~a himself. The external 

origin of all his knowledge must appear in every act of 

man's knowledge."6 Although the originally receptive char

acter of man's knowledge was lnot explicitly analysed in the 

first stage, the fact that man'!::! knowing has an external 

starting point was apparent even then, in the analysis of 

judgement. Rahner first arrived at the notion of the 

.5The analysis developjs in a very compact and at 
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times complex fashion in the third stage; fundamentally, 
Rahner proceeds to develop thE~ central features of the more 
extensi ve and detailed treatmE~nt of man' s receptive knowledge 
originally presented in Spirit in the World. See Horer •••• 
p •. 154, n. 3 and po 159, n. 5.. Heare.rs ••• , p. 125, 
n. 3, and p. 128, n • .5. . 

6Hearers. 0 • , p. 12(). Horer, • • , p. 148. 



"pre-apprehension" of being in general (which in turn be

came an insight into man's spirituality) through a process 

of transcendental reflection upon the conditi.on of the 

possibility for man's "subjec~tivityft, for man's ability 

to be present to himsel~ as em independent knowing sub

ject distinct from the object of his judgement. The 

originally receptive character of human knowledge displays 

itself in the ~act that man returns to himself in spiritual 

self-awareness only through 1;;he encounter with things that 

are "other" than himself, thi.ngs that become known as 

particular existent beings. Man's knowledge is always 

receptive in that it is knowledge through the senses and 

Rahner attempts to elaborate a metaphysical account of 

man's sensibility by deducing the ontological pre-condi

tions ~or such rec1eptive knowledge. (In the metaphysical 

sense, "sensibility" is understood in its nature as prior 

to a possible unfolding into different sense faculties). 

In order t,O set forth the ontological conditions 

that are necessarily presupposed by the receptivity of 

human knowledge, in order to Idiscover what this receptivity 

means in terms of the essence of man himself, Rahner brings 

forward the schema of the analogy of "having being" which 

he deduced in the first stage of the analysis. being is 

being-present-to-itself (knowing and being known in an 

original unity), in the degreE~ to which an existent being 

"has" being. From this first principle of general ontology 
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it is evident that any ex.ist~~nt being's first known "object" 

must be its own being, its own "essence", because knowledge 

is originally an existent being's presence-to-itself. 

However, because of the originally receptive structure of 

human knowledge, it is evidel'lt that the initial "object" , 
of man's knowledge seems to be something "other" than 

himself. Transposed in term~:3 Clf ontolo.gy. then, man must 

"have" being in such a way thai; he is originally, onto

logically, present to somethlng "other" than being. 

For Rahner, this mysterious something that is 

"'other" than being is "materia"'. The Thomistic metaphys

ical principle "materi~" designates the empty and indeter

minate "substantive possibilit;X"n (sub,iekthafte M8glichkeit) 

of "having being" which is itself distinct from being, 

but nevertheless is a real cc)nsti tuent o;f existent beings 

in the world.? In terms of gen.eral ontology then, man's 

"kind" of being must be such that he is originally actu

alized as the being of "materia,". Man "has" being pre

cisely as a "material essence". 

. ?nThis 'other' is thus the Lsubstantivy possibility 
of 'having being' which is on the one hand real and really 
distinct .from the being (of the 'actuality'), and yet on 
the other hand, as pure possi.bility. is not an existent 
being that must be cognitively present to itsel:f; that is 
to say, it is not itself in a. state of 'having bein~'. The 
being of man is the being of an empty, LSubstantiv~Vpossi
bility Qf· being' which is really distinct from being. 
Such 'possibility' of being is called in Thomistic metaphy-

i tt . '" H Hit S cs rna er~a • earers •••• PP. 123-124. orer ••• , 
pp. 152-15:3. 



In effect Rahner has expounded, in terms of trans

cendental reflection, the Thomistic theorem that "the 

human soul is the form of the lbody" (Anima humana ~ 
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forma corporis). In this context, then, receptive lrnow

ledge is understood to originate from man's ontological 

constitution as a material or (~orporeal essence a know

ledge through the senses is the kind of knowledge possessed 

by man as the material or c()rporeal (existent) bei:ng who 

is present to himself in spiritual self-awareness through 

the sensible encounter with material "thi'ngs" that he 

distinguishes from himself as particular existent beings 

standing apart from him. For Hah...l1.er sensibility, or sense 

perception, is not to be undeiI'stood as an independent 

facul ty that operates on its own, rather, sensibili t:y is 

a faculty of and for the spirit. In man, spirit (which 

reaches out towards being in general) and sensibility 

(which immediately intuits "the world", understood in a 

general sense as "'appearance") are related in such a way 

that man has sense perception as the means of his own 

spiritual self-realization in the world, and as the 

'medium' of his knowledge of being in general .. "Man • • • 

as a receptive spiri tuali ty, by his very human naturt9 

(anima tabula rasa), requires a Bense capacitz7 as his 

own necessary means to attain his goal, the comprehension 



a of being in general." 

Before describing in ~~eater detail precisely how 

man's transcendence towards 'belng in general is mediated 

through his sensible confrontation with other material 

"appearances" in the world, It is necessary first tC) con

sider in greater detail the meaning of I'materia". This 
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is of crucial importance for it is through a further 

examination of the meaning of "materia" that Rahner formu

lates an account of human "hist,oricality" and thereby/ 

arrives at the conception of man as an essentially histori

cal spirit. 

As the empty t indeterminate possi bili ty of "'having 

being", "materia" is not only a real, metaphysical constit

uent of man's kind of being; it must also be a real con

stituent of the proper "objects" of man's knowledge. In 

order to become an "object" of man's receptive knowledge, 

the "thing" that is known must have the same general 

ontological structure as man, it must be material in the 

sense that it too "has" being as a material essence. 

Rahner relates this to the fa1ct that "materia". as the 

aHearers. • • , p. 129. H3rer. • • , p. 159. 

In the sensible encounter with other material 
-things" in the world, there is a "becoming one with 
another"' in :that there is an indifi'erentiation of sulbject 
and object: in judgement, howE~ver, the essence of the 
sensibly received other is ab~:;tracted and the other is 
objectively known as a particular existent being dis,~inct 
from the knowing subject himse~lf'. This process will be 
more fully described at a latE!r point in the thesis. 
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real indeterminate possibility of "having being", is the 

principle of individuation bE:lcause it is the metaphysical 

basis of any actualization of a particular existent 

being. 9 With regard to man'ls power of judgement, then, 

with regard to his power to abstract, "materia" is the 

reason why man distinguishes between being in general and 

existent beings. Materia is the real metaphysical basis 

of the distinction that man lnru(eS in all of his judgements, 

the distinction between a "wh.a1iness" and an indeterminate 

"something", between a "formllt and its '''subject", "between 

an essence and its 'bearer'" (zwischen einem Wesen und 

seinem Trager). 

From this insight into "materia" as the principle 

of individuation Rahner goes further to show that "materia" 

(in the widest sense as "~ria prima") is the ground of 

space and time in general, and the ground of the intrinsic 

"spatiality" (Rliumlichkeit) ~ind "temporality" (Zeitlichkeit) 

of existent beings. In the widest sense "materia" is the 

metaphysical basis of the pOI:;si ble plurality of any uni

versal essence. Since a unbrersalessence (itself unlimited) 

may come to subsist wi th "ma'~eria" as its subject any 

9 " 8 Harer. • • , pp. lS~~-1.S • Hearers.. • , pp. 127-128. 

"Materia" is the "sulbs1;antive possibility" of 
"having being" only in the SEmse that it is the subiectum, 
or empty and of itself indetE~rminate "wherein" (Woran) 
within which' a universal essemce becomes realized as the 
act of matter. 
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indeterminate number of times, then "materia" is the real 

metaphysical basis of number and quantity. In other words, 

it is the principle of the quantitative repetition of the 

same thing. When "materia" enters as a constitutive ele-

ment inherent in the essence of a particular existent 

being, then it is also the basis of the intrinsic "quan

ti tativeness" (Quantumhaftighei,.!), or spatiality of that 

existent being. 

Secondly, because a determinate "whatness lt or 

"quiddi ty" (when it is a co-~~onsti tuent o'f a particular 

existent being) does not com]pletely fill up the entire 

breadth of its "materia", thE:!n a material existent being 

always inclines towards new ]possible actualizations of 

being. Rahner argues that a material existent being has 

the "integrity" (die Ganzhei'~) of the actualizations of 

its possibilities always 'bef()re! i tsel! t as a Itfuture Ot 

(als Zukunft) towards which it is constantly in movement. 

In this context, then, a matE~rial existent being is in

trinsically temporal; "temporality", in its original 

meaning, designates "the innE!r extension" (die innere 

Erstrs1okung) of an existent "sing towards the realized 

totality of its possibili-tief;.10 

These further determinations of "materia", as the 

ground of the possible repetition of a universal essence, 

10 .. Horer ••• , p. 16;~. Hearers ••• , pp. 131 .... 132. 

1m·· 
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and as the ground of the intrinsic spatiality andtemporali

ty of material existent beings l, are very important since 

they allow Rahner to constrw~t a more complete metaphysi

cal concept of man. First of all, because the essence of 

man is fundamentally repeatalble, then it is evident that 

each individual man is one, among many. He is fundamentally 

one of a "speciesa • Rahner takes care to emphasize that 

this inherent relationship ojr an individual man to other 

men is not merely a similarity of kind; rather, it is an 

essential relatedness to humanity, which only in its to

tality fully manifests the possibilities given with the 

essence of any individual mall. Moreover, as a material 

essence, man is not merely SE~t wi thin a spatio-temporal 

world as if this were simply the stage, or the b,ackground 

of his activity. Man is him~)elf intrinsically temporals 

"on the basis of 'materia' a::~ his essential element, he 

himself fashions space and time as inner moments of his 

existence. flI11 

Rahner brings these further determinations of 

man, deduced from his essential materiality, into relation 

with the insight into man's freedom as an independent per

son, and it is within this ccmtext that he proceeds finally 

1~uf Grund der materia. als seines Wesenselementes 
bildet er yon sich her Raum und Zeit als innere Momente 
seines Daseins. 1f HBrer • ., • , p. 164. Hearers ••• t 

p. 133. 



to present a more complete a1ccount of specifically human 

historicallty. In the second stage of his analysis 

Rahner established that man freely determines the man

ner of his relationship to God through his O~in free judge

ments and actions in relation to other finite beings. 

This freedom on the part of man, even as it originates in 

his transcendence as a fini tl9 spirit towards God, is an 

essential constituent of human historicality. However, 

in recognition of man's constitution as an intrinsically 

material essence, Rahner emphasizes that historicality in 

the specifically human sense 1s only found, 
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o • • where the act of freedom spreads out within 
a community of free persons in their diversity, 
and in a world of space and time. LHuman histori-
calitv is there, where intelligible acts of free
dom must stretch themselves into space and time in 
order to come into appearance, where these acts 12 
need 'space-time' so that they themselves can be. 

l2uAber Geschichtlichkeit im menschlichen Binne ist 
doch nur dort, \-,10 die Tat der Freiheit in einem Zusammen 
freier Personen in ihrer Vielzahl' sich in einer Welt, das 
he1b't in Raum und Zeit, ausbreitet, wo die intelligiblen 
Taten del' Freiheit, um zurl/Erscheinung zu kommen, sich in 
Raum und Zeit erstrecken musseD, wo sie del' RaumzeitbedUrfen, 

1 1/ U 1:1 II 16'5 um se bel' sein zu konnen. ' ~orer. • • , p. '. 
Hearers. ~ • , p. 134. ---

In a certain sense then, the distinction between 
"divine historicality" (see p~ ·94, n. 2, above) and human 
historicality is necessary because of the different 
"settingstl or places of God1f) freedom and of man's freedom' 
respectively. Because of hiB materiality, because of the 
"worldliness" of his existenc~e, man I s free acts necessarily 
extend into space and time ill order.to realize themselves. 
In other words man is histor:l.cal in that his freedom neces.
sarily has a worldly, spatio··tempora.l setting and 



Whereas in the broad.est metaphysical sense history 

is the 'place' of fre~ activity, in the spec1f1cally human 

s.ense h1story must be conceived as the realm of the acti

vity of free and independent, but essentially related, 

persons who necessarily act in space and time in order to 

realize their freedom, in orde:!:' to actualize their further 

possibilities. 

When seen in relation ,to man I s spiri tuali ty, these 

determinations of man as a material existent being qualify 

him as an essentially historlcal spirit. Man is spirit 

precisely as an hlstorical essence. In other words, man 
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is open to being in general, and to the absolute being of 

God, only insofar as he has ~9.1J:,eady entered into the 

material, spatio-temporal wo;t>ld (understood in a general 

sense as the surrounding or environmental world -

uUm-welt lt 
-- wi thin which mal:! himself l1appearsll), which he , 

constitutes as the world of ]~is free, historical activity 

each individual's own life-hlstory is inter-related with the 
history of other men. Rar..ner points out that in Thomistic 
metaphysics "materia fl is in the final analysis the principle 
of time properly.so called (~ler eigentlichen Zeit: time, 
in the literal meaning of the word). 

In this sense, then, Ra.hner maintains that human 
historicality is distinct from historicality (in the general 
metaphysical sense of free aotion) as this must be conceived 
in the "aevum" of the angels" or in a certain sense in "the 
utterly,extra":'temporal position" (der schlechthin auger
zeitlichen Setzun;;;) of the freedom .of God ... _Harer ••• , 
p. 167 ~ . Hearers ~ •• , p. 135.' 
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along with other men ("world" is here understood as the 

communal and historical illorld 1I}1i t-wel t" of free 

persons) • 

Having finally established this concept of speci

fically human historical1ty, Rahner attempts to pull to

gether the various facets of his metaphysical anthropology 

in order to give a clear account of the relationship between 

the transcendence of man, as al:l historical spirit, towards 

being in general, and the originally receptive, sensible 

character of human knowledge. Upon this basis,. Rahner then 

proceeds with the final movement of the last stage of his 

over-all analysis in order to show that it is even possible 

for "other-worldly", immaterial existent beings to become 

known in terms of worldly "appearance", and through human 

nwords n • 

It has already been stated that, according to Rahner, 

sensibility originates as a faculty of the spirit, as a 

facul ty for man r S realiza tioll of his own spiri tuali ty 

openness' to being in general.. Because man is a finite and 

receptive (sensate) spirit, then his only access to being 

in general and thereby to absolute being is through an entry 

into the l'lorld: 

• ' •• the spirit pO.S::iesses its openness to being 
in general and also t,hereby to the absolute being 
of God, only in and t,hr'ough the fact that it 
allows for itself, through its entry into materia, 
an encounter with mat,erlally existent beings in 
apace and time. • • • And insofar as an access to 

T '(,,1"'" 
, 'I. 



God is given only in the a priori structure of man 
as spirit, only in his cha.racteristic transcen
dence, therefore in his return to hims'elf, can. we 
say: Man has the possibility of a return-to
hlm~elf that opens being and God to him, only in 
turning out into the world, as the communal and 
environing world. 13 . 
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In terms of a complete metaphysics of human knowledge 

this means that there is a r ,eclprocal relationship between 

man's transcendental "pre-apprehension" of being in general, 

and his sensible inter-mingling with intra-mundane lIappear

ance u (Erscbeinung). The flpre .. apprehensionlt of being in 

general has its proper occaslon, or its conscious coming-

into-action, with the sensible reception of appearances in 

the world. For the human knower, then, three interdependent 

moments can be discerned in t,he one process of conceiving 

a sensible appearance as an objective, materially existent 

being: there is (1) the givenness of a sensible appearance 

which is sensible received and (2) set within the horizon 

1311 ••• dar Geist seine Offenheit auf Sein uberhaupt 
und damit auch auf das absolute Sein Gottes Dur dadurch und 
nur darin besitzt, daB er sich durch sein Eingehen in. die 
materia eine Begegnung des mateJriellen Seienden in Raum und 
Zeit einraumt. • •• Und insotern der Ausgang zu Gott nur 
in der apriorischen Struktur des Menschen als Geist, nur 
in seiner ibm eigenen TranSZel:'ld~nz gegeben 1st, also in 
einer Einkehr in sich selbst, Konnen,wir auch sagen: DeI' 
Met}sch hat die 14gg1ichkei t einer ihm Sein und darin Gott 
erottnenden Einkehr in sich sE~lbeh Dur in der Auskehr in 
die Welt als Mit- und Umwelt." Horer ••• , p. 174. 
Hearers ••• , p. 141. 
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of the "pre-apprehension" of being in general and (3) there

in conceived as a particular materially existent being, 

distinct from the knowing subject. 

Only through lIappearance", then, is being in general 

opened up for man; but still, being does in fact Ifappear" 

in the world because material, existent beings are Obj~c

tively known by man accordiIlg to their own J1essence", 

according to the degrees in which they "hav~1l b~ingo14 

In this context it becomes fully evident that, 

according to Rahner, man is incapable of achieving a pure

ly intellectual intuition of' being that is somehow separate 

from or independent of sensibility. The upre-apprehensionu 

of being in general is not to be understood as an innate 

uidea tl of being (or of absolute being), but it is rather 

the ~ priori condition for the objective knowledge of an 

~ posteriori, sensibly received appearance. Still, as the 

preceding stages of the whole analysis have shown, being 

in general is opened up through the sensible grasping of 

material, spatio-temporal appearances. 

14 f1 Horer ••• , p. 178. Hearer.s ••• , p. 145. 
While the Ilpre-apprehensionll reveals only the tlform ll of an 
appearance, and therefore ca:n be knovlD re·I'lecti vely only 
as the shaping of the horizon 111i thin which the appearance 
is actually seen, still, the "pre-apprehens.1on" (in the 
negative, liminal-experience) constantly surpasses the 
breadth of possible ~ppearance, towards being in general 
and towards absolute being. 



W1th the "pre-apprehensionfl which reaches beyond 

sensible appearance (in the sense that the appearance is 

received within the dynamic mQlvement of the'finite spirit 

towards being absolutely), tihe most general strtlctures, or 

determinations of being in general, are implicitly known. 

These "transcendental deterrriinations" of being in general 

have already been thematized. to an extent in the first 
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two stages of the analysis: trBeing is being-present-to

itself, knowing, luminosity, and being is self-affirmation, 

will and gOOd."15 

Yet apart from the disclosure of these determina

tions of being in general, there still remains the crucial 

problem as to wh~ther or not a specific, immaterial (and 

therefore non-appearing) existent being can be known in 

terms of the specifically hUlllall, historical character of 

man IS spiri tual transcendenc~~ towards being. Can a non-

appearing existent being, in i1:;s own determinate and unique 

character, become known by man in terms of intra-mundane 

appearance?16 

15" - Sein ist Bei-sieh--sein, Erkennen, Gelichtethei t, 
und Sein ist Selbstbejahung, Wille und Gut. II Harer ••• , 
p. 182. Hearers. • • , p. llq. , 

ItsP.ahner points out, tha.t with the concept of God 
(as the existent being of absolute "Havinp: beingtl) set out 
in the very first stage of the analysis, lTGod tl was conceived 
as the neees'sary condition of the possibility of any finite 
existent being and its affirmation. In this waY7then, a 
knowledge of God was gained only as a.llfun.ction" (the ne
cessary dependence of finite existent being on an absolute 
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In answering this question Rahner attempts to show 

how the relationship betweeJ:1 t.he transcendence of the 

spirit and the encounter with appearance allows all 

existent beings (even those that are immaterial and "other

wor1dlyfl) to become known wlthin the horizon of· inner

'Worldly appearance through 1jhe human "word 11 •. Actually, 

and most importantly, RaImer 'W'ants to show that it 1s pos

sible for God (the l'other-wClrldlyfJ existent being who 

"has" being absolutely), shc>uld He so will, to reveal His 

own proper character to man through the. means of "appear

ance fl
• With this final move~ment of his analysis F.ahner 

- concludes that man, by virtue of his ontological consti

tution, is not only capable of receiving a possible 

revelation from God, but that he always and essentially 

listens and searches for a revelation -from God occurring 

in human history and through the human rlword". 

Even though an existent being that is beyond the 

world of appearance cannot be given immediately and in 

being) of the world and its Isxistence. In the third stage 
Rahner attempts to show that it is possible for God, as the 
absolute being, to reveal hilDself, in hi s being and action 
in"' such a way that His being and action have not already 
necessarily been shovwby th!9 world of appearance, by means 
of inner-IAlorldly Happearance ill

• In other words Rahner at
tempts to demonstrate that tithe God of the philosophers" 
(God as the flprincipium sub.1ectum tr of general ontology) 
iii the God of ·a .possible .revE~la.tion through human ,,,ords. 
Horer •• 0 , p. 182. Hearer~ ••• , p. 148. 



itself as an "ob}ect" of man's receptive, sensible kno~T-

ledge, Rahner a.rgUes that man can arriveat conceptual 

knowledge of an immaterial e:xistent being in its indi

viduality (according to its Jrnode of "having being ll
), 

"" 

through "negation Ul (VerneinUlQ,g). T.ais mode of knowledge 

through negation is possible because of the reciprocal, 

condi tioning fac tors of huma]::! knowledge. On the one hand, 

in the Itpre-apprehension" of being in general all possible 

modes of "having beinglt from the pure possibility pf 

"materia prima" through to the absolute "having beingU of 

God -- are originally encompassed, even if in an empty 

fashion; on the other hand, determinate degrees of "having 

being" are Immedia tely and iIlttlli ti vely accessible to man 

in appearances. 17 

Bahner maintains thai; if rtthe limitfl (die Grenze) 

of any particular I1having being l1 is displaced or extended 

above itself 1n the direction of the absolute being of God, 

then an "other-worldly" exist,ent being can be determined 

in its Singularity. It can be conceptualized in a way 

that is more specific than through the general I1transcen

dental determinations" of all existent being. Even if it 

is through negation, Mother-~lOrldly" existent beings can 

become known by man, in and through their relationship 

- "17 "r; 
Horer. • • , p. 186. Hearers. • • , p .. 151. 
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to modes of "having being" 1~hat are objectively conceived 

in man r S receptive knmvledge of sensible appearances. 

In this context, it is~ evident that the concept 

"existent being" is not merE~lY' a general and static con

cept for Rahner; envisiol"led wi thin the schema of the 

analogy of Jlhaving being", t,he very concept of "existent 

being", in itself, is unders:tood in an active sense. It 

is understood to possess an inner relatednes·s to the 

fulfillment of " having being". Because of this inner 

reference beyond itself, it is possible that through a 

negative process the concept, flexistent being", can itself' 

rise and grow, so to speak, until ~t a certain point the 

concept designates an "other,-worldlytJ existent being. 

Hotafever, this process of negatively extending the scope 

of our receptive knm-.rledge t(=> conceptualize lIother

worldly" modes of "having beIng" always starts from sen

sibly received appearances. This process is therefore 

always dependent upon the pOl~itive intensity of being 

(the actual degree of tlhalTing being") that is objectively 

known to exist in a sensibly received appearance. 18 

.. -18 Ii· 
Horer. • • J pp. lBS-6. Hearers ••• , pp. 150-

151. 
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It is important to nelte Rahner r s emphasis on the 
fact that, while man is able to conceptualize "other
worldly" existent beings through this negative process, 
this does not mean that man by himself, through his O\<ln 

power of knowledg~, is able to know directly and positively 



It bas already been stated that because of the 

relationship between his "pre-apprehension" of· being in 

general and hi s sensi ble enc~ounter with inner-worldly 

appearance" man is able to gain positive and conceptual 

knowledge of the actual esse:nce of materially existent 

beings. Man's concepts and words do reveal the actual 
-

mode of "having being" of other materially existent 

beings that "appear" in the world along with him. In 
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fact, each act o.f conceptual kloowledge is historical, in 

the human sense, because in objectively knowing and judging 

other existent beings man frleely relates to the world. It 
, 

is through his knowing and aeting interrelationship with 

other existent beings in a communal and environing world 

that man realizes himself as all historical spirit. 

However, the analysil::r of negation was undertaken 

in order to demonstrate that eyen non-appearing, immaterial 

existent beings are fundamentally determinable, and there

fore knowable by means of inrler-worldly appearance. While 

the acutal existence, or even the "innermost possibility" 
of sllchother-"lOrldly existent beings. RaImer maintains_ 
that even though the "pre-apprehension Jl of being in general 
opens up the "other-"\..,orldly I field f of. ontological pos
sibil1 ties II (dem §:.ud eNel tlichen "">Feld-~ der Seinsmgglich
keiten), yet man on his own is not .. able to comprehend the 
actual. existence of other-vlOrldly existent beings; Rahner 
wants to demonstrate that human words can serve as the 
medium of st,1ch po~'itive knowledge if they are heard as 
spoken by God. Harer. • • , pp. 188-9. Heare·rs. • • , 
p. 153. 
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man on his own cannot gain ()b~lectl ve and posl t.i ve knowledge 

of the actual essence of otller-worldly existent beings, 

still, it is possible for them to become kno'l,vn through 

human concepts, through human words, in an asymptotic and 

symbolic fashion through negat,ion. In its capacity to. 

conceptualize an other-worlct!y· existent being (without 

actually representing such 8L being in itself), the human 

word is understood as a i1corlceptual symbol" (begriffliches 

. Zeichen) which is "the bearE~rJl of a concept of an other

worldly existent being obtalned from appearance through 

.negation.19 

Because of this unique 'negative capability' of 

the human word, because of i.ts capacity to bear a trans-

cendental negation, P.ahner a.rgues that the human word can 

not only reveal the essence of materially existent beings 

appearing in the world. He maintains that it is inherently 

capable of serving as the "mode of revelation fl (die \ieise 

der Offenbarung) of 1T0ther-worldlyU, immaterial existent 

beings: 

• • • All other-worldly existent beings can 
fundament,ally be presented to man, not simply in 
their most general ontological determinations 
but also in their specifically unique characteris
tics, negatively through that historical appearance 
1tlhich we call 'word', through that ".;ord which is 
in turn, itself, the synthesis of an inner-worldl~ 

·'19 r'· . Horer. • • , p. 19'0. . Hearers ••• , p. 154. 



historical objectivlty and a transcendental 
negation~20 
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For man as an historical sp:1.r1 t, the human word is itself 

an historical fiappearance" 'that is capable of' conceptually 

symbolizing an other-worldly, non-appearing existent being. 

Stated directly, Rahner concludes that the human 

word is the locus of a posslbJLe revelationary encounter 

with the absolute being, God. Through human words, which 

are essential elements of human historicality, man can 

receive a positive categorial disclosure'from the free 

God. 

In the second stage of his analysis Rahner 

established that man, by virtue of his spiritual transcen-

dence, necessarily listens for a possible revelation from 

the free God. Now, Rahner further maintains that, be

cause of the characteristic structure of human knowledge 

(a unity of spiri tual trans(~endence and reception of 

sensi ble appearance), man nE~cessarlly listens for a reve-

lati9n from the free <k>d occurring through human words. 

If man in the fully human m(~ of his knowledge and 

20 tf It d "Alles Ube!'1-<1eltliche kann grundsatzlich nicht blo£) 
in seinen allgemeinsten ~einsbestimmungen, sondern auch nach 
seinen bestimmten Eigentuml:Lcbkeiten negativ durch jene 
geschichtliche ErsQheinung, die "fir ~lort nannen, demNenschen 
vorgestellt werden, durch janes Wort, das selber wieder die 
Syltthesis einer Innerweltliehen, geschichtllchen Gegen
~~andllchkei tuna. einer tra!)szendentalen Verneinung ist. II 
Horer ••• , p. 192. Hearers ••• , p. 156. 



existence is to hear a revelation from God, then such a 

revelation must come to man through human \-IOrdS. 

In making this assertion, though, Rahner takes 

care to emphasi ze that it i;8 "from man's pe.rspecti ve and 

in terms of man's constitut:ton as a receptive, sensate 

spirit, that a revelation pro(}eeding from the free God 

must occur through human words. The necessity expressed 

in this argument does not compromise the essential free

dom of God, for the content of a possible revelation is 

not restricted in advance (In an §:. priori fashion) by 

arguing that if man is to hE~ar' God's message, then it must 

come through human words. Because the human rtword" is 

capable of bearing, or of mediating a knowledge of any 

"other-worldly" existent belng whatsoever, in 'its' own 

specific character, then God is free to reveal whatever he 

chooses through such 'VlOrdS. 

Furthermore, Rahner claims that God' could reveal 

himself to man I1without the assistance tJ (ohne die Zuhilfe

nahme'> of such a uword" only by altering the u.nified 

structure of human knowledge. It is because of this al

ready established structure that man listens for a pos

sible revelation from God occurring through human words: 

For so long as man is still not absolutely 
elevated out of his own ontological constitution, 
already established by us, then he must still . 
always translate any different revelation.into 
the structure of such a revelation as we have 
just sought to descr:lbe so that it can dete'rmine 
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and shape his normal being and acting -- that is, 
into a revelation contained in human words. 2l 

Wi th the conclusion that man listens for a possible 

revela tion from God occurrin:g in the human "word", the 

detailed movement of the analysis in the final stage is in 

effect complete. However, in order to integrate all the 

various facets and insights of the whole final stage into 

a coherent statement for his philosophy of religion, 
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Rahner has to bring into cOI"respondence two central factors 

that were left unrelated in the preceding analysis. He has 

to unite the insight into the "divine historicality" which 

is associated with a possible :f'ree revelation from God, 

with his account of specifically human history. 

Rahner's basic contention in attempting to unite 

these factors is that a possible free act of categorial 

revela tion from God to man mus·t occupy a determinate place 

in human history. It must impinge upon human history at 

a specific point so that man ~Lmself is obliged to turn 

towards such a place in orde:r "to recognize and to hear 

the word of God. In order tlO support this contention, 

2luDenn solange der :t~ensch ilberhaupt noch nicht 
schlechthin.Uber seine von Ulns festgestellte Seinsverfassung 
hinausgehoben ist, rouB er immer noch, solI eine solche 
andersartige Offenbarung seila normales Sein und Handeln 
bestimmen und.formen, eine sc:>lche Offenbarung in. die 
umsetzen, deren Struktur wir eben zu zeigen suchten : in 
eine, die im menschlichen W'ort gefaPt wird. tf H8rer ••• , 
p. 192. Hearers ••• , p. 1!56 0 



Rahner first of all emphasi~~es that a :free act of revela-

tion from God is i tsel:f intl:'i:r;!sically historical in the 

sense that it must be underBto,od (even in its possibility) 

as a unique act on the part of' God himsel:f: It 
• • • such 

a free revelation is in itself historical: Lit i.il the 

unique, solely self-subsistent act of a free -LPer~0.ri7."22 

Even though man listens and essentially yearns for such 

a revelation from God, still_ revelation is not necessary, 

in the sense that it is flowed" to man. Because of its 
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unique, historical character, ,a possible free revelation 

from God to man can only be received and conceived in terms 

of itself. 

In recognit1on of this inherently unique character 

of a possible revelation from the free God, in recognition 

of its Indivine historicality", Rar.ner argues that it must 

be understood to occur in a "human-historical ll (menschlich

geschicbtlich) way also, only at a specific point in an 

individual manls history. IJQ 1~erms of man's ontological 

constitution it is not possilble to suppose that with the 

reception of a revelation from God, a man must continually· 

and in a miraculol:!ls fashion be taken out of his natural 

mode of thinking and a·cting; rather, even in terms of an 

individual man's history, sueh a free revelation must 

- -22 It . 
Horer. .. • , p. 19L~. 

See above p.94, n. 2. 
Hearers ••• , p. 157. 



appear only in lithe form of a point" (I?unktf8rmis) that is 

not equally or continuously co-existent with all other 

particular moments of a man's life history.23 
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Moreover, Rahner argues that it need not be supposed 

that such a revelation mst originally occur at a specific 

point in each man I s own his1~OI'Y' in order for a man to know 

it as God's revelation. Rat,her, men must reckon with the 

possibili ty that it could OIlly occur in the history of 

ftdestined" (bestlmmter) indivlduals. Because every man 

1s essentially related to the whole of mankind and be

cause each man's own life hj.s~ory 1s intimately inter

woven with the history of other men, then it is only ne

cessary for man to be able t,O acknowledge that an actual 

revelation occurred (ltsich~~re1FDet ~") at a point in 

human history. Rahner'maintains that the historical 

character of a possible revelation from God, considered 

1n itself, is such that fKrevelation must be expected as a 

spatio-temporal, fixed event within the total history of 

humani ty. n24 

Since man is himself an historical essence pre-

c1sely in and because of his fundamental tlopenness" to 

23 " Horer ... II , P. 196. Hearers •• • , p. 159. 

.. 
raumzeitl1ch 
schichte der 
Hearers ••• 

• • das hei6t s:ie ist zu erwarten als ein 
fixiertes Ere~~nls innerhalb der Gesamtge
Menschen. fI Hor~~r.. • • , p. 197. 
, p. 159.· --
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being in general, to absolute being, and to a possible 

revelation from God, then turning towards his history is 

not simply a casual convenienc:e for man. It is a relation

ship that is imposed upon bj.m by his specifically human 

spirituality. In necessarily turnlDg to lIappearaDcefl with 

ea.ch act of his knowledge, Dlan acts historically, for 'it 

is through "appea.rance" that. being in general becomes 

ever more fully manifest for' the spirit. Indeed, in his 
- " 

openness to being, man is himself the fullest lIappearance" 

in the world; but that which is actually "Man n manii'ests 

itself only in the unfolded actuality of possible human 

beings, in the history of me:n in general, in the history 

of humanity.25 

Because of his own spiJritual nature, then, man is 

always already oriented towards history, and because history 

1s the upl ace l1 of a possible revelation from the absolute 

being, God, then man is essentially that existent being 

who listens for a possible revelation from God occurring 

in human history and through human words, as the fulfill

ment of his-own deepest strivings.26 With this conclusion, 

'~ - 'u 
SHorer ••• , p. 199. Hearers ••• , p. 161. 

26Because of this esslential historicali ty of man 
Rahner claims that all Jfrationalism rt which attempts to 
ground human existence indepe'ndently of history is there
fore to be rejected as "inhun:lan" and Itunspiri tual fl with
regard to the human spirit. H8rer •• '. , PP. 198-199. 
Hearers. • • , p. 160. 

Rahner closes the third stage of his analysis with 



Rahner'l3 general ontology alnd metaphysical anthropology 

finally come together in a :philosophy of reli3ion formu

lated as the "ontology of the 'potentia oboedientialis' 
. 

for revelation ll
• 
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an outline of certain problems that would need to be dealt 
with further in order to round out fully the entire scope 
of his philosophy of religion: he briefly suggests an 
a.venue of approach to answer' the question as to how a human 
word., spoken in history, could, be recognized as the speech 
of the "other-I'lo.rldly ll God; also he suggests that a further 
examination of the historicali ty of man (-N'i th al'l emphasiS 

. on the development of a meta.physical concept of tradition) 
would be necessary in order to understand how an individual 
man a.ctually can appropriate! an historical event of revela
tion that is verK di~tant from him, in terms of the flexternal 
measure of time. I Harer ••• , pp. 200-201. Hearers ••• , 
pp. 162-163. 



CHAPT:Em v 

CONCurSION 

Through the course clf the analysi s as a whole, 

and particularly in the last, portion of the final stage 

of the analysis, it becomes increasingly evident that the 

movement of Rahner's thought draws closer and closer 
-

towards the 'realm' of theology. Indeed, with the argument 
'. 

that the "place ll of a possible revelation'must be expected 

as a special, unique "point tl iJ:l human history, it seems 

that theological concerns expl:Lci tly tend to surface. l 

lIn his conclusion ~lhner does in fact say that if 
any man is convinced that "'ioG is part of the most esential 
basic attitude of life to seek the decisive word of God's 
personal self-revelation in huma.n historytl, then it would 
be difficult for him not to finally recognize "the holy 
Roman Ca.tholic Church as the place of the actu*l revelation 
of the living God ll

• Hearers .... , p. 177. Horer ••• , 
p. 218. However, this claim is not presented as a neces
sary conclusion that logically follows from the actual 
analysis its~lf. Rahner,mak€~s it clear that the attempt 
to prove that a revelation from God has in fact occurred 
in human history, and tha"t the Roman Catholic Church is 
in fact the historically iTisible Itplace fl where this reve
lation from the living God iSI to be explicitly met with 
1s fundamentally beyond the scope of philosophy of reli
gion. Rahner himself maintai,ns that it 1s not possible 
for philosophy of religion to determine by itself whether 
or not an actual revelation has in fact occurred in man's 
history. 

Initially, Rahner's claim is directed against all 
attempts, in the modern "history of religions tl school, to 
interpret Christianity as merely. one of the numerous phases 
and forms of religious struc.ture of man. According to 

12·4 



For Rahner, however, this reference .oIthe analysis to 

theology is not something tha.t; is externally and forcibly 

1mposed subsequent to the f:1.nal completion of the analysis 

itself. Rather this refereloce emerges as'a dynamic orien

tation that is inherent in phllosophy of religion itself. 

This final reference beyond itself to theology manifests 

the intrins1c relatedness of philosophy of religion, as a 

fully hUman science, to its possible fulfillment in theol

ogy (which originally depends upon,and issues from Godls 

free act of self-revelation). 

As the thematic interpretation of the existential 

bond (Urelip:io lt
) bet\veen God and ma.n, philosophy of reli

gion must attempt to know about both God and man; in 

other words, it·must be formulated in terms of both 
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Rahner, such attempts implieitly and ~ priori rule out the 
possibility of there being a revelation from the free God 
at a specifically chosen Ptlace in human history. . 
Hearers ••• , p. 178. HorE~r ••• , pp. 218-219. (For a 
further development of this line of thought, see Rahner's 
interesting discussion of the legitimacy of non-Christian 
relig"1ons in his essay, IIChr'istiani ty and the Non-Christian 
Religions tl

, Theological Inv€~stip:ations, V, pp. 115-135.) 

Secondlf; Rahner presents this claim in the form of 
a challenge to tother forms ll of Christianity which tend to 
renounce the "historical une!quivocalness t1 (geschichtliche 
Eindeutif.kei t) of the word of God by not .. having the. 
c.ourage.to .believe that a S9!gment of human history, to the 
exclusion of other segments, is the exclusive, historically 

··visible "place" o.f Godls revelation to man .. Hearers ••• , 
p. 179 •. H8rer$ •• , p. 220..1 

.. 



general ontology and metaphysical anthropology. For 

Rahner this metaphysical anthropology, developed in con

tinuity with the, principles of general ontology, shows 

1 tself to be a preparatory (i1pre-theoJ.ogical tl) theo

retical foundation for a po:sslble revealed theology be

cause it recognizes man as that existent being who always 

and necessarily stands in freedom before the God of a 

possi ble revela tlon. 2 Insofar as p:b..ilosophy of religion 

2Rahner actually argues that the metaphysical 
anthropology developed in Hearers of the itiord, is for the 
most part identical to what he calls a IIfundamental
theological anthropology", l)ecause it establishes the 
conditions of the possibility for man's ability to hear a 
revelation from God the very conditions that render man 
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open to theology. However, o:rJle important factor that 
would enter into a fully corlsti tuted IIfundamental-theolo,Q:i
.Q.@d anthropologyli is the relatioriship between man I s 
spiritual transcendence and grace: while the unlimited 
openness and transcendence of the human spirit is a neces
sary pre-condition for the hearing of a possible revela
tion, still Rahner maintainE~ that lithe actually accomplished l1 

condition of hearing a revelation is constituted by God's 
free grace. Hearers ••• , p. 174. H8rer •••• , p. 214. 
It has already been observed in the Introduction (see 
PP. 24-25) that Rahner intentionally excluded an ,explicit 
consideration of the problem of nature and grace in de
veloping his philosophy of r'eligion. The reason for this 
exclusion derives from Rahner1s contention that philosophy 
of religion, by itself, can offer no grounds for a philo
sophical proof of the possibi11ty of grace, of the 
flbeatific vision ll (see above p. 74), nor of the "super
natural order ll in general. (See, Bahner, liThe Concept of 
IvIystery in Catholic Theologyll, Theolo9jical Investigations, 
IV, p • 61). ," " 

In many of his later theological writings of course, 
Rahner explicitly discusses the problem of the relations}:l..ip 
between "nature and grace II • Il1.fac't he explicitly develops 
the notion of a "supernatural existential" (see Hearers ••• 
p. la, n. 8. HBrer ••• , p. 23, n. 8) to deSignate the 
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must finally conceive of man as a finite, historical 

spiri t who is readily open (il:l an "obediential potencyJ1) 

for a possible categorial-vlerlbal revelation from the free 

God, a revelation occurring in human history and through 

human words, then the task of philosophy of religion is 

realized when it consti tute:s ltself as lithe open ' Readi

ness I for theologyll (die ofj~ene Berei th~i t fl1r Th~ologie).3 

However, while philc)sophy of religion bears an 

1ntrinsic relationship to a pc'ssible revealed theology, 

still the intrinsic autonomy olf theology (an autonomy 

that derives from the fact lihat theology originates from 

the :f'ree and unmerited act clf self-disclosure on the part 

of God himself) is respected. and left uncompromised •. 

Rahner has formulated his philosophy of religion in such 

a way that it conSistently avoids an § priori determination 

of the fact and of the possible content of a free revela~ 

tion from God to man. Carried out in the rigour of 

scientific resear'ch, philosophy of religion realizes its 

own proper function in attempting to set forth the condi

tions of the possibility for the reception, on the part 

fact that God's universal salvific \'1111 and his free offer 
of grace have.a definite ontological effect on the human 
spirit, elevating man to the supernatural order. However, 
only a fully formulated theological anthropology, informed 
by actual revelation, could de'V"elop an explicit account of 
the relationship between manlls spiritual transcendence and 
its enlightenment by grace. 

3 n Horer ••• , p. 212 .. Hearers ••• , p. 173. 



of man, of a free revelatio:o proceeding from God to man. 

Because of tbe freedom of Glod facing man, revelation can 

only become known and actually heard in terms of itself, 

even though man listens in ()pen anticipation of the free 

nword" that founds .andenlighten·s his existence. 

Furthermore, since the philosophy of religion 

formulated in Hearers of the Word constitutes such an ef

fective reconciliation of the problematical relationship 

between philosophy of religlon and theology, it is evident 

that it is capable of offerlng a resolution to certain 

tensions and problems that appear in other perspectives 

that bear upon this problema.tic. First of all, by demon

strating that man is open tel a possible revelation from 

God because he is an essentially historical spirit, 
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Rahner was able to emphasize a central factor that tends 

to' be overlooked in the usual course of Catholic funda

mental theology _1- the necessity for man to reckon with his 

own history in order to discover and to hear the Word that 

founds and enlightens human existence. Furthermore, by 

developing a metaphysical analysiS of man himself in 

accordance with principles of a general ontology, Rahner 

was able to thematize the relationship between the know

lege of God that 1s accessible to man through metaphysical 

reflection, and t.he knowledge of God that is only acces

sible to man through God f S Ovin free self-revelation. 
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Secondly, with regard to the question about a 

properly concei¥ed "Christian philosophy", Bahner maintains 

that his philoso1phy of religion is both genuinely philo

sophical and?at the same time, intrinsically Christian. 

It 1s philosophical in the sense that it 1s constructed 

as a systematic interpretatioln, using philosophical methods 

and concepts, of the relationships between man and God. 

It is intrinsically Christian in the sense that it directs 

man to the very threshold of theology; in other words, by 

virtue of its own tendenc'y to "losen itself in theology, 

such philosophy of religion does not construct a strictly 

self-contained "natural rellg10n". 

Finally, Rahner see!:! hi s philosophy of religion 

as the original unity and, therefore, as the achieved 

synthesis of the two extremE~ Utypes fl of Protestant philo

sophy of reli gion • On the e>De band, be cau se man 1s under

stood as the historical spirit who 1s positively open for 

and actually oriented to a possible revelation from God, 

then revelation is not understood in the negative sense, 

as the criticism of all that, is finite and human. On the 

other hand, this positive openness on the part of man in 

no Ttlay constitutes an §:. priori restriction of the content 

of a possible re¥elation from God. The essential freedom 

of God's revelation is preserved because revelation always 

appears as free and unowed. 



Apart from the important perspective Hearers of 

the Wo~'presents with regard to the perennial problematic 

surrounding the question a.bou't the relationship between 

philosophy of religion and theology, it is evident that by 

emphasizing the central position occupied by anthropology 

in the very midst of this prolblematic, Rahner was able to 

establish a crucial focus, a llucleus, for a continuing 

1nvestigation of both theol1oglcal and philosophical prob

lems. In his later considera1~ions of the problem of 

concupiscence, of natural 1<9.\'1 and formal":exlstential 
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ethics, of the role of free persons in the Church, and even 

to an extent in his writings on Christology, Rahner syste

matically explores the ,diffl~rent facets of human experi-. 

ence brought to light in Hearers of the Word. In fact, 

the insight into the "divinE~ historicality" that is in

herently associated \-li th a free' revelation from God, a.nd 

the relationship of this to human history, lies behind 

many of Rahner's later writlngs about the development of 

Christian dogma and,the his1:iory of theology. 

In addition, the deE~p concern with the problems of 
. 

man's subjectivity and freedom, addressed in ·terms of both 

metaphysical and theological anthropology,. has allo1'led 

Rahner to develop a strong position that enables him to 

grapple directly with the problems and concerns of modern 

philosophy. Because much of.' the conflict between Christian 

theology and the many forms of modern atheism centers to 



to a great degree upon anthropology, upon the under

standing of man, Bahner has seen that a well-developed 

theological anthropology 1s a necessity if theology 1s 

to be able to widen 1 ts hor:izons and truly speak to men 

who live 1n the modern world ... 
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